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Study herbs at the NCA!
MSc in Chinese
Herbal Medicine
Next course starts September 2016

ENROLLING NOW

“Learning Chinese herbal
medicine is the usual path
for serious acupuncture
clinicians to take their skills
to a new level. From the
start over two decades
ago the NCA’s pioneering
course set the UK quality
benchmark in CHM education. What’s more,
their students simply love it!”

Charlie Buck

4 A two year accredited course ensuring a high standard
curriculum, so you can use herbs effectively & safely
4 10 weekends a year along with popular, high quality
e-learning and real hands-on supervised clinical practice
crucial to developing your ability
4 Skilled teaching team including specialist contributors,
bridging classic and modern usage
4 Assessments which help you work with a broad
knowledge base, rather than focussing on your short term
memory. After 2 years you qualify to practise. If enrolled
on the MSc option, you can go on to do your dissertation

Acu. is a BAcC publication, written by
members, for members. It combines content
relevant to the clinical practice of acupuncture
with communications from the BAcC office
and Governing Board.

Editorial policy
Community: we aim to facilitate debate and
the sharing of news and information for all
members of our acupuncture community.
Support: we aim to support members in their
professional practice by publishing articles that
have genuine practical use.
Diversity: we seek to represent all traditions
and strands of practice present in the
membership. We also welcome content
covering other health matters relevant to
acupuncture.
Freedom and debate: we respect the right of
all members to air their views and to challenge
the views of other individuals and/or
organisations where appropriate.
Accuracy and fairness: we strive to be
accurate and fair in what we print. We will be
open in admitting our mistakes and do our
best to rectify them.
We encourage all members to contribute to
Acu. via editor@acupuncture.org.uk
For details of submissions and advertising
see Classifieds page.

Editorial Committee
Sandra Bird (member)
Scott Bridges (member)
Tim Brown (member)
Karen Charlesworth (member)
Joan Maynard (staff)
Sue Quirk (staff)
Lisa Sherman (member)
Steve Wheeler (member, chair)

Design
Whirligig Creative

Getting to York is fast and easy with
great transport links; only two hours from
London with the College a 10 minute walk
from the railway station. Talk to us about travel
costs and affordable accommodation nearby.

“I find the course manageable because the
weekends are well spaced out enabling me
to fit my practice and home commitments
around study and College time. I also love
the supported learning which goes on
between classes.”
Current student Judith Blair

Find out more - join us online
on Tuesday 26th July at 1pm
for a skype presentation and ‘Q&A’ session
To book the introductory session & for more information go to:

www.chinese-medicine.co.uk
or call Denise on 01904 343309

Northern College of Acupuncture 61 Micklegate, York, YO1 6LJ, United Kingdom
These programmes are quality assured by Middlesex University and you will receive a Middlesex
University Award on successful completion.
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Acupuncturist: British Columbia

When I was twelve years old my father
told me if I wanted to have a successful
career I should choose work I am
passionate about.

To be successful, he lectured, requires continuous
effort. If you love what you do, then it will not feel
like work and it will be easier for you to put in the
hours necessary to be a success. His words remind
me of the Chinese proverb: Choose a job you love
and you will never have to work a day in your life.
It took me a few years into my adult working
life to return to my father’s sage advice. I worked
as an auditor for Grant Thornton and then as a
controller for Ocean Spray Cranberry Growers
before I followed my heart and changed careers.
During my time as an accountant I had health
issues and had turned to Chinese medicine
which resolved my issues. It became obvious
to me that I was passionate about Chinese
medicine and I mustered the courage to leave
my well-paid and secure job and follow my
passion pursuing a career in Chinese medicine.
Three lessons I learned to transform my passion
for TCM from a hobby into a successful career:
Love what you do and do what you love

Copy and publishing dates 2016
Issue
Winter
Spring
Summer
Late Summer
Autumn

Lorne
Brown

Mailing
12 February
29 April
1 July
16 September
18 November

It helps tremendously to love what you do when
it comes to your work. I feel so blessed to be
paid for doing what I love. However, passion
alone is not enough to be successful. Success
requires the ‘right’ daily activities performed
over many years. If you love what you do, then
you are more likely to put in the hours necessary
to manifest a thriving practice.
On my honeymoon in 2002 I was relaxing
with a good book on the beach with my
bride while soaking up the sun. She turned to
me and said: ‘Honey, stop working. It’s our
honeymoon’. I was confused why she thought
I was working and asked her why she made the
comment. ‘You are reading about your TCM
work’. I laughed and shared with her that I
receive pleasure from reading about Chinese
medicine and it does not feel like work. On the
contrary, I feel inspired and happy when reading
Chinese medicine books.

If you choose to do what you love, then it will
feel like play rather than work. And if you can
get paid to do what you love to do then you are
truly blessed.
Create value. If no one pays you for your
passion, then it is just a hobby

If you are passionate about practising Chinese
medicine but no one is willing to pay you for
your services, then it is really just a hobby and
not an actual career. So many practitioners
struggle to pay their bills. Many need to take on
part-time jobs to support themselves financially
or have to let go of practising Chinese medicine
and choose a different career path.
The public has to perceive there is value in
what you are offering. They are not concerned
about how many years you went to school or
how much school debt you have accumulated.
They are only concerned if you are the solution
to their health issue. You must be able to
communicate to them that you have the ability
to help them, supported by past successes,
for them to perceive enough value that the
treatments are worth the investment.
Take action: passion and good intentions
without daily action will not lead to success

You cannot think your way to success. It requires
action. You need the right attitude so that your
actions are congruent with your beliefs. But
having the right attitude and passion is not
enough. It requires discipline to sustain your daily
activities over your entire career. It is your passion
that fuels the required discipline. I encourage
you to follow your passions and transform your
passion from a hobby into a career.
In this issue you will find many articles from
practitioners who have done just that. For
example, Jill Glover shares her passion for
treating male infertility, Felice Dunas explores
sex, love and passion with a five element twist,
and Sean Cleere reveals which acupuncture
point inspires him and why.
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The moving finger writes;
and, having writ …
This is very likely to be my first and last
article in Acu, in this temporary role. Our
previous chief executive, Nick Pahl, moved
on to pastures new at the end of April, and
I commenced as interim chief executive
the very next day, ably supported by an
excellent staff team and also by John
Wheeler, company secretary, Mike Watson,
registrar and Jasmine Uddin.

Let me introduce myself briefly. After a long
career in banking and financial services, and in
anticipation of retirement, I became treasurer
of the BAcC in 2013, followed quickly by
appointment as vice chairman of a national
care home charity and then trustee of a charity
providing education and training to health
service professionals. However, after just
six months in ‘retirement’ I then accepted
a two-year interim role as chief executive of
another professional membership body, based
in Edinburgh. This role finished on 30 April
this year, just in time to take on my interim role
with the BAcC!
I can now happily report that the chief
executive recruitment subgroup (Ron Bishop,
Phil Rose-Neil, Peter Ward and Mercy
Jeyasingham) have successfully recruited and
appointed the next full-time chief executive
of the BAcC. His name is Paul Hitchcock and
he will start work on Monday 4 July. You can
read more about Paul, in his own words, on
page five. I am confident that Paul will make a
considerable and positive contribution to the
future of the organisation, and I know that he is
excited about the many challenges ahead. This
means, of course, that my own interim role will
cease in mid-July.
The theme of this summer issue of Acu. is
‘the fiery nature of passions’ - an interesting
theme and one which has generated some
fascinating articles. I hope you will agree!
Ron Bishop’s chair’s report in the Annual
Review (enclosed with this issue) covers
various themes of interest. One in particular
was prompted not a little by some fascinating
articles from PARN (Professional Associations
Research Network) about the changing
structure of membership organisations, and a
very challenging webinar entitled ‘Membership
Is Dead?’ by an Australian journalist, Belinda
Moore - tinyurl.com/jry6rsn - which has
galvanised the discussions at a policymaking
level. I commend it to you as a fascinating look
at possible futures.
Meanwhile, back in the office, we have
been very busy dealing with the injustice of
NICE (National Institute of Health and Care
Excellence) opting to remove acupuncture
as one of the primary options for treating
chronic low back pain. While the take-up of
acupuncture treatment for this condition has
been low, not entirely a surprise in recessionary
times, this was not through lack of effectiveness.
To see it removed and replaced by the standard
fare of drugs and physiotherapy has generated a
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very focused and detailed rebuttal of the main
arguments. Mark Bovey’s excellent response can
be found on page nine of this issue, and on the
member website.
In addition, letters of support for our position
are being sent to NICE by supporters of the
BAcC, such as one of our patrons, Anne Milton
MP, and rebuttals have been included in e-news
bulletins and also on our website. Mark Bovey
attended a recent meeting of NICE and raised
concerns and questions on our behalf, and a
BAcC delegation will be attending the next
NICE meeting on Wednesday 20 July. I have
recorded a video update for members and
written on this subject to the chair of NICE,
Professor David Haslam, and a specific PR
project is being stepped up several notches to
encourage reporting of cases where acupuncture
has helped in the relief of low back pain.
On pages 10 and 11 you will find a brief
timeline regarding NICE events, including
actions driven by the BAcC up to the time of
going to print. Realistically, I doubt that we
can at this stage force a reversal of policy, but
the arguments we have mounted have been a
useful platform for drawing public attention
to the biases involved in the selection process.
It has certainly moved Ann Milton MP to ask
some very searching questions of the minister
involved.
Apart from these ‘headline’ areas it has
been business as usual. We continue to
lobby the Advertising Standards Authority
(ASA)/Committee of Advertising Practice
(CAP), government departments and other
parliamentary groups, work that is largely
invisible but which, through the work of Nick
and his predecessor Mike O’Farrell, has seen
the BAcC continue to sit at tables which an
organisation of its size does not usually reach.

The 2016 conference planning is now in full
swing, and once again Kevin has put together
an exciting programme. In my own regular role
as treasurer, elected to protect your financial
interests, we have seen the audit completed with
a small reported loss for the year, not surprising
when you consider that our numbers have
fallen slightly, as we knew they would, when the
college and course closures finally bit.
However, I have had the pleasure of attending
student and education meetings and I have to
say I have been extremely impressed with the
experience and skill these committees and the
Accreditation Board have brought to their work.
A profession only survives by challenging itself
to raise its own game, and I think you can have
every confidence that your profession is still full
of ideas and innovation.
I would like finally to thank the staff who
have supported and tolerated me for this
period of transition, and look forward to future
Governing Board meetings where I am better
aware of how much hard work goes on unseen
behind the papers and reports I see.
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News

Acubites

Opening
thoughts

What’s hot for summer

ACUPUNCTURE IN THE MEDIA
APRIL/MAY
Total pieces of media coverage: 15
Mention of BAcC: 100%
Highlighting benefits of acupuncture for a specific condition: 80%
Coverage highlights:
Daily Express
Fit & Well
Spirit & Destiny
Saga online

Early start for AAW 2017
We’ve set next year’s AAW date for 6-12 March, so please note the date and get
set to support our growing campaign.
AAW popularity has grown year on year, with more and more members taking
part, and many of you have been reporting back about gains in patient numbers as
a result of this initiative.
For next year we’re looking at covering a condition that will help clearly
differentiate traditional acupuncture. We’ll let you know more on this as soon as we
can, but for now, just mark the date in your diary and start thinking about ways to
get involved.
And of course, if you’re interested in getting more involved or if you have any
questions about marketing and PR, please do get in touch.

Urgent! Case studies needed
Once again we’re on the hunt for more patient stories we can place in the national
media. If you have know someone who is a fantastic advocate of traditional
acupuncture or who has got great benefit from treatment, then do let us know!
Before getting in touch, please double check with your patient that they’d be
happy to be interviewed and photographed. Then just contact Sam with details, or
for answers to any questions you or your patient might have about what’s involved.
Caroline Lane 〉 020 8735 1217 〉 caroline@acupuncture.org.uk
Samantha Webb at Pegasus 〉 swebb@thisispegasus.co.uk

COURSE TWEETS
BSc (Hons) Acupuncture
at Lincoln College has
just got a thumbs-up for
the academic and
professional quality
reviews, by University of Lincoln and the
BAAB major review. We are proud of our
quality of teaching and training.
College of
Integrated Chinese
Medicine

For all our graduates who would like to
stay in touch, please join our Facebook
alumni page: facebook.com/groups/
cicmalumni/

The NCA are backing the NICE initiatives
with manpower and funding. Our cohorts
of 2013 are finishing off and looking
forward to starting in practice – good
luck all!

Westminster hosting TCM Health
Preservation Exhibition, July 20-22, with
Shanghai Museum of Traditional Chinese
Medicine. Free event: westminster.ac.uk/
health-preservation-exhibition

Your Governing Board needs you!
If any of you have been thinking of standing for the
Governing Board, don’t hold back any longer.
The Board awaits the next generation to step up and
take on the challenge, so please don’t be shy! We know
that there are many able and articulate members who
could and would make very welcome and positive
contributions to the governance of the BAcC.
Now is your big moment as there are currently two
practitioner member places up for grabs. You’ll find
nomination forms and all instructions on the member website.
And if you want to know more about what’s involved, please
contact Ron Bishop, BAcC chair, or any other GB member you
might know.
Ron Bishop 〉 chair@acupuncture.org.uk

Not many
members
know
that …

There’s a positive mosaic of treatment Q&As available for all to access on the BAcC website.
Got a question? Go browse the archive or ask the acupuncture guru.
Ask an expert about anything from dementia to paralysis, tendonitis to anxiety, and pretty much
everything in between. Or download factsheets for over 60 conditions where acupuncture is
shown to be effective.
Check out this fantastic resource and don’t forget to tell your patients all about it too.
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WELCOME

Paul
Hitchcock

Congratulations to the following
graduate practitioners who are now
eligible to register as BAcC members.

INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE OF
ORIENTAL MEDICINE
Asa Hallonqvist
Colin Katchoff
The copy deadline for this issue was 19
May 2016. We apologise to anyone who
graduated on or after this date and so will
have been missed off this list. Your name
will appear in the next issue of Acu.
Please note: BAAB graduates have up
to two years from date of graduation (ie
successfully completing the course, not
the ceremony) in which to automatically
register with the BAcC. After two years,
registration can only be gained via the
BAcC admissions procedure, which is
both costly and time consuming..

Chief Executive

Juliana
Zipperlin
New face
of finance
We have recently had to say goodbye
to our colleague and friend Samantha
Hulass, who has left the BAcC after four
years as finance manager.

Somewhat appropriately for this issue,
Samantha leaves us to follow a long-held
passion for writing, and of course, we wish
her every success. We also owe her huge
thanks for her many hours of hard work,
and we’re happy to say that all the figures
have been left in fine order for her successor,
Juliana Zipperlin.
Juliana writes: I’ve worked in finance for
over 20 years and I’ve thoroughly enjoyed
my career so far. I’ve also lived in London
for most of my life. Prior to joining the
British Acupuncture Council, I worked at
companies spanning a variety of industries
from software development to recruitment.
I have a wealth of relevant knowledge and
I look forward to further broadening my
experience in my role as finance manager
here at the British Acupuncture Council.
Juliana Zipperlin 〉 020 8735 1201 〉
juliana@acupuncture.org.uk

I am honoured to have been chosen as
the new chief executive for the British
Acupuncture Council.

Why honoured? Because I recognise that leading the staff team of a membership organisation
that is also the professional body has responsibilities both to its members and the public.
Within my first few weeks I want to meet as many of you as I can, to talk about and explore
what you want and need from your organisation. But even at this very early stage, let me
outline some of my thoughts about the internal requirements of the BAcC and the external
opportunities.
There are paradoxes in membership organisations that need to be both managed and turned
into opportunities, and the BAcC is no exception. Take for example the apparently simple idea
of increasing membership numbers. On the one hand the increased membership base adds to
revenue thus enabling a greater benefits offer to you, the members, and financial sustainability to
the organisation. Yet on the other the hand, more members brings potential greater diversity of
opinion perhaps leading to a greater challenge for us to find the shared direction and vision for
the organisation.
Then what if traditional acupuncture becomes centre stage in the health and care world of the
future, in effect part of the NHS? On the one hand there is another income stream for members,
however we must remember that most of our current members are private practitioners not used
to working to public sector contracts and processes.
In addition, another paradox arises if we choose to have closer involvement with the NHS.
With traditional acupuncture mainstream we will need more acupuncturists to deliver services,
therefore more members, but those ‘new’ acupuncturists even while following the tenets of
traditional Chinese medicine might be a very
different breed to most of our members today.
These paradoxes are what make the British
Acupuncture Council what it is - a living breathing
individual character - and we haven’t yet thrown
into the mix the question of regulation and the
current status as a voluntary register.
So what of our outside world?
I arrive at the BAcC at a time of great change
in the NHS and the wider health and care
system. With an ageing population and ongoing
financial constraints to the public purse, Simon
Stevens, chief executive of NHS England, is
driving forward a five-year change strategy that
Ron Bishop seals the deal with Paul Hitchcock (right_
will radically reshape the way that health and
care is provided. Even primary care, the seventy-year-old sacred cow once the sole preserve of the
GPs, will change to include a greater diversity of services with easier access and more choice.
These changes create a major opportunity for traditional acupuncture, led by the BAcC
nationally and members locally, to become part of the emerging structures.
Then there are the changes in culture and the ‘medical mentality’ that will also facilitate greater
adoption of traditional acupuncture. For the first time I am hearing very senior GPs and health
leaders publically admitting that their patients are ‘incurable’ with the current medical model.
The emphasis is at last shifting to the wholistic needs of the patient and his or her wellbeing,
principles that have always been at the heart of traditional acupuncture.
I look forward to meeting you and will leave you with one more thought.
Meteorologists, economists and more recently politicians talk of the perfect storm, that
moment when all of the conditions to produce an effect are present concurrently.
We have a strategic plan, a committed staff team and you the members.
Perhaps now is our perfect storm …
Paul Hitchcock 〉 020 8735 1219 〉 paul@acupuncture.org.uk
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New BAcC register of mentors
now up and running
Lakhbir
Bhandal

Isobel
Cosgrove

Professional Development &
Learning Resource Manager

Member: London

Increasing numbers of BAcC members are making use of group
or one-to-one mentoring and supervision.

The BAcC recognises that this can be a useful avenue of support and
continuing professional development for members. We are also aware
that the quality, availability and access to mentors and supervisors vary
considerably across the country. In order to address this, we are launching
a new register of BAcC-approved mentors and supervisors (first discussed
in Acu., autumn 2015, page 29).
The Governing Board approved the development of the register as an
important component of the Transitions in Practice support programme,
which has been set up to develop programmes and resources for members
experiencing significant transitions in their lives and practices.
This initiative does not indicate that mentoring and supervision are
now a mandatory requirement for membership. The register is simply
a resource for those members who wish to have access to high quality
mentoring and supervision.
Every practitioner on the list has a recognised training in supervisory,
facilitation and mentoring skills. They are all in continuing supervision
themselves, and have been through a rigorous assessment process. They
satisfied the panel of assessors that their experience, and the level of work
they offer to members, is of a consistently high standard.
The register will be published in Acu. from time to time, as well as being
available on the BAcC website. We will also be distributing it at induction
days for new practitioners, and for students as they graduate.
We will assess more trained practitioners at the end of 2016, those who
were not ready to join the register in January. In this way the number
of supervisors and mentors will grow slowly over the next five years and
beyond.
Much hard work has gone into putting this register together, and
particular mention must be made of Gerry Harris and of Isobel Cosgrove,
together with everyone on the Transitions in Practice Working Group.
If you would like further details about the register, or about the
Transition in Practice programme, please contact me.
Lakhbir Bhandal 〉 020 8735 1216 〉 lakhbir@acupuncture.org.uk

For many years members have had access to the annual BAcC
conference, the ARRC symposium, the business support days
and, more recently, induction days for new practitioners, also
offered annually.

All of these take the form of a traditional, top-down educational model. In
this model we listen to speakers and take back to our practices new ideas,
skills and information.
Work taking place in a one-to-one mentoring session, and in a
supervision group, does so within a different educational model. In this
context, the practitioner who is coming for mentoring or supervision sets
the agenda themselves for their session. They bring their own professional
issues for discussion. The supervisor/mentor provides an enabling
environment where the supervisee explores ways forward with their issues,
and finds support for growing their practice. It is less about receiving
‘wisdom from on high’, and more about having the right kind of support
to access our own wisdom.
At present supervisors use a sliding scale of fees for a supervision/
mentoring session. Depending on where the member is in terms of
establishing their practice, and how long the supervisory group or session
lasts (anything from one to four hours, according to numbers attending)
the fee will vary from £25/30 to £60/£65. Supervision groups can be as
small as three or four members, or as large as seven or eight. Supervisors
on the new register also offer one-to-one individual mentoring sessions.
Below are some quotes from those who have benefitted from being in a
supervision group:
‘We share the excitement, satisfaction and challenges of working with
clients who are ill or in difficulty. We give and we receive support in the
group. Early in practice we learn how to join a new clinic, how to prevent
isolation in practice; later, when busier, supervision can help to prevent
burn out and compassion fatigue; and together we look at boundaries
and other ethical issues. Sharing practice questions helps us maintain
confidence and high standards in our work.’
‘We voice the truth about our work, knowing that others will listen.
We learn to trust others, and to trust ourselves. We get authentic, nonjudgemental feedback, and recognition, acceptance and acknowledgement
about who we are as practitioners, and what we deal with in the treatment
room.’
‘The dao of individual practice feeds into the group process, which then
feeds back into our own practices. Different styles of practice enrich each
other, as do different stages of practice. We discover we have much to offer
colleagues. This is both affirming and enabling.’

MENTORING
BIRMINGHAM
Lucy Fox
0121 449 9500
lucy.mannion2@icloud.com
BRIGHTON & HOVE, LONDON WEST
Sarah Matheson
07808 633643
mathesonsa@gmail.com
BRISTOL & NORTH SOMERSET
Jackie Pamment
01934 876558
jp@jpacu.co.uk
BRISTOL & SKYPE
Jill Glover
0117 3771186
acupuncture@almavalecentre.co.uk
DEVON, CORNWALL EAST, DORSET
WEST & SKYPE
Sally Blades
01364 73440/07896 369885
sallyeblades@hotmail.com
FOREST HILL & LONDON SOUTH
EAST
Doug Foot
020 8699 8203/07818 068262
dougfoot@gmail.com
HERTFORDSHIRE
Kate Henley
07887 565174
katehenley@btinternet.com
LANCASHIRE & NORTH WEST
ENGLAND
Cathy Chapman
01524 67707
castleviewclinic@hotmail.co.uk
LEEDS, YORKSHIRE NORTH & WEST
Teresa Jane Syed
0113 269 3538/07726 512868
enquiries@acupunctureandcpdleeds.co.uk
LEEDS, WEST YORKSHIRE
Caitlin Allen
07971 927675
acupuncture@caitlinallen.co.uk
LONDON NORTH, FINCHLEY CENTRAL
& HERTFORD
Angelika Strixner
020 8346 8565/07791 516733
strixner_craniosacral@hotmail.com
LONDON NORTH EAST
Maggie Bavington
07802 954490
maggiebavington@gmail.com
LONDON SOUTH, SOUTH WEST,
WEST & EAST
Mina Haeri
07957 726072
info@minahaeriacupuncture.co.uk
LONDON WEST & CENTRAL
Kim Chan
07947 361021
kimsclinic@icloud.com
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LONDON WEST CENTRAL &
SOUTH, WALES MID & SOUTH,
HEREFORDSHIRE
Louise Derry-Evans
020 8994 4504/01874 754671/
07958 560614
louise@nourish2flourish.co.uk
MIDLANDS & LEAMINGTON SPA
Debbie Collins
07960 040985
info@debbiecollins.co.uk
MIDLANDS WEST &
WORCESTERSHIRE
Holly Timmermans
0121 449 9500
holly.net1@tiscali.co.uk
NAILSEA, BRISTOL & NORTH
SOMERSET
Cynthia Hitchings
01275 855957
cynthia.cpd@btinternet.com
OXFORD
Sue Pennington
01865 776759
suepennington@yahoo.com
OXFORDSHIRE SOUTH
Frances Turner
07510 710245
francesturner.info@gmail.com
NORTHERN IRELAND
Susan Evans
07966 885894
sueacupuncture@gmail.com
ST ALBANS, HERTFORDSHIRE
Sarah Barnard
07968 140516
s.h.barnard@btinternet.com
SOMERSET, DORSET & WILTSHIRE
Jane Robinson
01935 422488/07968 182455
jane@ninespringsclinic.org
SUSSEX EAST & WEST
Ian Stones
07740 300465
ian@acupuncturehove.co.uk
WORCESTERSHIRE &
HEREFORDSHIRE
Martin Allbright
01684 893393
drmartinallbright@live.co.uk
YORK
Alison Gould
01904 421032/07792 596262
alisonjgould@aol.com

Nominate a
fellow for
2016
Do you know of a practitioner who has done
valuable work to raise the profile of the acupuncture
profession?

Or perhaps, on a more personal level, there’s someone who
has made a big impact on your working life and beyond?
If so, you might like to think about nominating them for a
BAcC fellowship as a way of formally thanking them and
giving them the recognition you think they deserve.
Nominations must come from two BAcC members and
be supported by a 500-word statement outlining, in your
opinion, the value of the nominee’s contribution to the
profession and to the BAcC.
All nominees and statements will be reviewed by an
honours and awards panel, and the names of those selected
will be passed to the Governing Board for ratification.
Successful nominees will be offered a fellowship, which
if accepted, will be awarded at the conference dinner on
Saturday 24 September.
Further information and details of all current fellows are
available on the member website: About us 〉 Fellowships.
Please send your fellowship nomination to Ron Bishop,
BAcC chair, by Monday 1 August.
Ron Bishop 〉 chair@acupuncture.org.uk

YORKSHIRE WEST
Joanne Dyson
07798 627037
acumedica@gmail.com

23/06/2016 13:11
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Evidence base

Update on NICE and
back pain

Lisa Sherman
Overseas Member: North Carolina

NICE no longer wants to recommend acupuncture for back pain

RESEARCH
Individualised acupuncture has long
lasting benefits for fibromyalgia

Individualised acupuncture treatment is
efficacious for pain relief and improving quality
of life in patients with fibromyalgia, compared
with placebo treatment. Spanish researchers
randomly assigned 164 fibromyalgia patients
to either individualised acupuncture (IA) or
sham acupuncture (SA). Both groups received
one treatment session per week in addition to
usual pharmacological treatment, for ten weeks.
Outcomes were was assessed at baseline, ten
weeks, six months and twelve months. At the
end of the treatment period, those receiving IA
reported a significant decrease in pain intensity,
compared with the sham group (41.2 per cent
v 27.1 per cent). This difference between the
two groups in terms of reduction in pain scores
persisted at twelve-month follow up (19.9 per
cent in the treatment group compared with
6.1 per cent in the sham group). Fibromyalgia
impact scores and fatigue, anxiety and
depression were also found to be significantly
better in the IA group at all time points.
Acupuncture for fibromyalgia in primary care: a
randomised controlled trial. Acupunct Med. 2016 Feb
15. pii: acupmed-2015-010950 〉 ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/26879181
Acupuncture provides clinically relevant
benefits in shoulder impingement

Acupuncture can result in clinically significant
results for the treatment of shoulder
impingement syndrome. In a randomised trial
carried out in Spain, 68 participants received
either true acupuncture (TA) or acupuncture
at sham points (SA). The treatment was
carried out over four weeks, with participants
receiving one session per week. The results
showed significant differences between the two
groups. Immediately after the treatment, pain
intensity was found to have decreased by 44.13
millimetres on a visual analogue scale (VAS) in
the TA group, compared with 19.84 millimetres
for SA. Three months later, this betweengroup difference was still apparent (87.58
millimetres for TA versus 20 millimetres).
Shoulder function scores also showed clinically
meaningful changes in support of TA.
Acupuncture treatment of shoulder impingement
syndrome: A randomized controlled trial. Complement
Ther Med. 2016 Apr;25:92-7 〉 ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/27062955
Acupuncture promotes relaxation by
activating brain’s left prefrontal cortex

A study by Japanese investigators suggests that
acupuncture changes the balance of activity
in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) of the brain
toward left-dominant, resulting in anxiolytic
relaxation effects. Ten patients with anxiety
disorders were assessed for state and trait
anxiety. Using near-infrared spectroscopy

Acu Summer 2016.indd 8-9

(NIRS) researchers measured oxy-haemoglobin
concentrations (which reflect changes in
blood flow and therefore brain activity) in the
bilateral PFC before and after acupuncture
treatment. Acupoints, used depending on the
TCM diagnosis of each patient, were; Du 23
shang xing, Du 20 bai hui, Du 9 zhi yang, Du
14 daz hui, Bl 7 tong tian, Du 4 ming men,
Bl 17 ge shu, Bl 19 dan shu, B 20 pi shu, TH
5 wai guan, GB 41 zu lin qi, P 6 nei guan and
Sp 4 gong sun. The treatment was found to
significantly decrease state anxiety, but not trait
anxiety. NIRS measurements indicated that the
balance of PFC activity at rest changed toward
the left side in seven out of ten subjects. This
was positively correlated with changes in state
anxiety, and consistent with previously reported
lateralisation of emotion, with the right
hemisphere dominant for negative emotions
and the left hemisphere dominant for positive
emotions.
Effects of Acupuncture on Anxiety Levels and
Prefrontal Cortex Activity Measured by NearInfrared Spectroscopy: A Pilot Study. Adv Exp
Med Biol. 2016;876:297-302 〉 ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/26782225
Acupuncture reduces healthcare costs for
vulnerable populations

Acupuncture treatment can reduce hospital
visits and decrease total hospital charges among
vulnerable patient populations, according to a
retrospective observational study carried out in
the USA. A total of 329 patients who received
(free to patient) acupuncture at a large urban
safety-net hospital system were stratified into
five groups based on the number of acupuncture
visits: 1-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12, or 13-15 treatments.
(A safety-net hospital is one that provides a
disproportionate amount of care to vulnerable
populations, including patients who are low
income and underinsured, elderly, disabled,
minorities and immigrants.) The total number
of biomedical hospital visits and total associated
charges were compared six months before and
six months after initiation of acupuncture.
Although not statistically significant, there
appeared to be an association between
acupuncture treatment and a decrease in total
hospital charges. The group receiving 1-3
acupuncture treatments showed a per-patient
average increase of $1771.34 in total charges
in the six-month period after acupuncture.
However charges decreased by $7835.66 among
patients who had 4–10 visits, and patients who
received 7-9 treatments showed the largest
average decrease in total healthcare charges
($8967.24).
Does Acupuncture Treatment Affect Utilization of Other
Hospital Services at an Urban Safety-Net Hospital? J
Altern Complement Med. 2016 Apr;22(4):323-7 〉
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26982686

Acupuncture as effective as painkillers in
the emergency room

Acupuncture is an acceptable and effective
adjunctive method for reducing pain and
anxiety in an emergency department (ED)
setting, report American clinicians. In a pilot
observational study, retrospective data was
used to identify patients who had received
individualised acupuncture in addition to
standard medical care in the ED. A total of 182
patients were included in their analyses. Of
the 52 per cent of patients who did not have
analgesics before or during the acupuncture
session, the average reported decrease in pain
of 2.37 points was not different than the mean
decrease of 2.68 points for those receiving
analgesics. The average pre-treatment anxiety
score was 4.73 points and the mean decrease
after acupuncture was 2.27 points.
Acceptability, Adaptation, and Clinical Outcomes of
Acupuncture Provided in the Emergency Department:
A Retrospective Pilot Study. Pain Med. 2016 Feb 25.
pii: pnv114. [Epub ahead of print] 〉 ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/26917627
Acupuncture valuable for treating tension
headache

A Cochrane database systematic review of
available evidence suggests that a course of
acupuncture consisting of at least six treatment
sessions can be a valuable option for people
with frequent tension-type headache. The
international author team included 12 trials
with 2349 adults in their updated review.
They highlighted the findings of two large
trials which observed that acupuncture, when
added to usual care (pain-killers) on headache
onset, resulted in a reduction of headache
frequency of 50 per cent or more for 48 per
cent of participants, compared with 17 per
cent of those who were given usual care only.
When compared with sham (six trials) headache
frequency halved in 52 per cent of participants
receiving true acupuncture, compared with
43 per cent of participants receiving sham.
One large, high quality trial (with about 400
participants) showed that the effect of true
acupuncture was still present six months post
treatment.
Acupuncture for the prevention of tensiontype headache. Cochrane Database Syst Rev.
2016 Apr 19;4:CD007587 〉 ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/27092807

With thanks to the Journal of Chinese Medicine

Mark
Bovey
Research Manager

RESEARCH
To set the scene for this update, please refer
to my article ‘Double Standards in Evidence’
on page 9 of the spring issue of Acu.

Since that time in early April my focus was on
producing the BAcC response by the 5 May
deadline: as a registered stakeholder we can fill
in their comments form and will get a reply
from NICE (National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence) to each comment, the whole
thing to be published just before the final
guideline in September. The low back pain and
sciatica guideline covers thousands of pages in
all, and quite a bit of this has to be scrutinised
if you want to know not just what they’ve done
with acupuncture but how this compares to the
treatment of other interventions.
Mike Cummings of the British Medical
Acupuncture Society (BMAS) kicked things
off with two very useful blogs - tinyurl.com/
gttqk4y and tinyurl.com/hvs6zal - highlighting
serious errors for both acupuncture and exercise,
errors that worked against acupuncture.
Correcting these would change the whole
complexion of the evidence picture.
Meanwhile Mel Koppelman was organising
a group (largely BAcC members) to work
through the areas where we could challenge
the guideline. I had to produce a reply for
the BAcC, but working collaboratively made
obvious sense for such a large and complex
undertaking, so I worked alongside Mel.
Various other data errors were found but the
main theme that emerged was the blatant
inequity in how the acupuncture evidence has
been interpreted and processed compared to all
other treatments.
As with OA in 2014 and palliative care in
2016 (in this one NICE is aiming to remove not
just acupuncture but the whole of CAM), once
again we collaborated with other professional
bodies, academics and CAM umbrella groups to
share ideas. From all of the amassed information
I then pulled together the BAcC response and
Mel did likewise for the Acupuncture Now
Foundation. You can read the BAcC comments
on the member website, and most of the main
points were also made in a blog by Mel: tinyurl.
com/jrl683f
As luck would have it, two weeks later NICE
were holding one of their public question time
sessions in Peterborough. These sessions are for

any issue, not specific to one guideline, and are
fronted by their chair and their chief executive,
one a professor and the other a ‘sir’, so you can
quiz the great and the good. We passed the
details to interested parties and encouraged
them to come along. Mel and I met beforehand
to decide what key question each of us would
ask, assuming we’d only get one shot at it. Two
other BAcC members were present - Tony
Sigrist and Caroline Cai - together with seven
from the Association of Traditional Chinese
Medicine and Acupuncture UK (ATCM) in an
audience of perhaps 40 to 50.
The NICE men did their introductions for
much too long: perhaps it was because they’re
used to only one man and his dog attending,
perhaps it was with darker motivation, but
that was 25 minutes gone out of the 60. The
first two questions were about drugs, and the
answers were commendably, but exasperatingly,
full: another ten minutes gone.
Then the ATCM bloc in the front row put
a question and we were up and running with
acupuncture, though not really in the right
direction. During this extended reply another
NICE professor popped up out of the audience
to give a brief report on the guideline feedback
received. More than 500 responses were on
acupuncture, out of the 700-plus total. He did
offer a glimmer of hope, that perhaps there was
a case to consider in respect of acupuncture
being treated differently to, say, exercise, and
the guideline group would look at that.
Only 15 minutes left, and the chair is wanting
to switch to a new topic, but I stick my hand up
ostentatiously and get the floor. As my original
question had been somewhat covered by the
emergent Professor Baker [clinical practice
director for NICE] I asked instead about the
lack of acupuncture representation in the
guideline group (unlike exercise, manipulation,
psychological therapies, which all happened
to get recommended). Then I passed the mic
to Mel to grill them about conflicts of interest.
Details on all of these topics can be seen in our
written responses.
We left feeling we’d done about as well as we
could given the limited access time. Handshakes
and photos all round with the ATCM, and
thanks from someone who’d been in the
audience whose mother benefits from NHS
acupuncture. That was heartening and I feel
very slightly more optimistic than when the

9

draft first appeared. The acupuncture evidence
is better than it was for OA and the inequity in
their evaluation is more obvious. But NICE on
the one hand proclaims that science is all, and
on the other concedes that various political and
financial influences may come into play, and
there will always be plenty of wiggle room to
counter and evade arguments levelled against
them.
It’s easy to feel outraged about this but that
tends to mitigate against effective action,
especially for an organisation like NICE which
is well used to using a scientific shield to defend
itself against emotional onslaughts. We believe
on this occasion that the science is with us, and
we shall continue to press NICE on this basis,
and to mobilise our friends and supporters to
do likewise.
In the previous Acu. I encouraged you
to support any patients that would like to
write to NICE. At the recent meeting we
discovered that anyone may have their say, not
just stakeholders, and NICE has to pass on
all such comments to the guideline group to
inform their deliberations. I would imagine
that this applies only until the deadline for
receiving comments, but a continuing deluge
from concerned patients must surely make an
impression. Presumably most of the 500plus comments NICE received were from
individuals - there can’t be anything like that
number of interested stakeholders - so keep up
the good work.
The next NICE public board meeting and
question time will take place on Wednesday 20
July in St Leonards on Sea and is open to all.
For more details and to register go to:
tinyurl.com/jnvo34r
Mark Bovey 〉 020 8735 1203 〉
markb@acupuncture.org.uk
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The NICE guideline:
a timeline
The NICE decision back in March to withdraw acupuncture from its list of recommended
treatments for low back pain and sciatica has caused much discussion amongst BAcC
members, especially since it emerged that acupuncture was wrongly evaluated and
given unequal treatment by the NICE Guideline Development Group. Here we set out a
timeline of events to keep members in the picture.

May
April
Mel Koppelman publishes a YouTube
video: ‘Why the NICE Guidelines
1 should still include acupuncture: a
walk-through of the research that
NICE used and how it was
misinterpreted.’ 〉 tinyurl.com/zhxyogn
APR

March
The National Institute for Health
and Care Excellence (NICE)
24 publishes draft recommendations on
the early management of low back pain
and sciatica for public consultation 〉 tinyurl.com/
z46utnl – stating: ‘The draft guideline no longer
recommends acupuncture for treating low back
pain because evidence shows it is not better than
sham treatment’.
A member of the Guideline Development
Group (GDG) and musculoskeletal physician
at Ealing Hospital, Dr Ian Bernstein, publishes
a YouTube video: ‘The Guideline Development
Group thought that acupuncture was unlikely
to have a specific biological treatment effect
but was acting through contextual mechanisms
such as seeing a caring, empathic healthcare
professional or the laying-on of hands. The
[GDG] considered that other treatments
reviewed in this guideline had specific and
clinically important treatment effects, beyond
contextual effects, and that these should be
prioritised for the use of healthcare resources.’
MAR

‘The Guideline
Development
Group thought that
acupuncture was
unlikely to have a
specific biological
treatment effect’
Dr Ian Bernstein

Acu Summer 2016.indd 10-11

Vice president of the Acupuncture
Now Foundation 25 acupuncturenowfoundation.org
- Mel Koppelman (BAcC member,
Leicester) starts a petition on Change.org:
‘Keep Acupuncture in the NICE Guidelines for
Low Back Pain and Sciatica’: 5,256 people sign.
Nick Pahl, former BAcC chief executive,
contacts a member of the NICE Guideline
Development Group to state the BAcC’s
concerns.
MAR

Acupuncture sceptic Professor
Edzard Ernst publishes a blog post
28 on the draft NICE guideline: ‘Good
news for society who (sic) does not
longer (sic) need to spend vast amounts of
money on questionable therapies’ 〉 tinyurl.com/
jq8t7aw
MAR

Mike Cummings of the British
Medical Acupuncture Society
31 publishes a post on BMJ Blogs ‘Exercise not acupuncture
recommended by NICE for low back pain –
balanced assessment, bias or error?’ highlighting serious errors in the assessment of
acupuncture under the guidelines 〉 tinyurl.com/
gttqk4y: ‘I call for [NICE] to look again at their
data with the errors corrected, and invite them
to consider a more equitable recommendation
for acupuncture in low back pain.’
Mel Koppelman and the Acupuncture Now
Foundation publish a press release underlining
how the media has misrepresented the news
about changes to the NICE guidelines: ‘Not
only did [NICE] not find evidence that
acupuncture is a placebo, but acupuncture
outperformed
usual care for all
key outcomes.
‘Denying access
Denying access to
to this treatment is
this treatment is
unethical and goes
unethical and goes
against NICE’s own
against NICE’s
guidelines’
own guidelines
for developing
Mel Koppelman
recommendations.’
MBAcC
〉 tinyurl.com/
jvbpe3s
MAR

Consultation period for the draft
guidelines closes. BAcC submits an
5 official response written in
collaboration with Mel
Koppelman 〉 tinyurl.com/zdxw2jf. Amongst
other points it argues that:
• Trials using sham acupuncture as a control
were inappropriately used as ‘evidence’
demonstrating that true or ‘verum’
acupuncture is not clinically superior to
sham. Because sham acupuncture is not
clinically inert, there is a smaller effect
difference between sham and verum
acupuncture. No other intervention
considered by the Guideline Development
Group (GDG) was evaluated on the basis of
its sham data; instead, for each intervention,
the group considered trials demonstrating
the difference in effectiveness between the
therapy and usual care. ‘There is a striking
inconsistency, a lack of equity, in the way
these different interventions are treated:
acupuncture has to jump through hoops that
don’t exist elsewhere.’
• The chair of the GDG has a personal
pecuniary interest as director of a pain
management service, a ‘specific interest
[that] should have barred him from this
appointment’. This chair has also been a
board or council member of organisations
that publicly criticised the inclusion of
acupuncture in the previous version of the
low back pain guideline, and the GDG
included one other member who declared an
ongoing anti-acupuncture stance.
• There was no acupuncture representative
on the GDG, although representatives of
physiotherapy, manual and psychological
therapies were represented on the GDG and
all were recommended in the resultant draft
guideline.
• There are major errors of data reporting,
notably some in which mathematical
symbols are wrongly used to represent results
favouring acupuncture as the reverse.
MAY

The Northern College of Acupuncture
(NCA) gives financial backing to Mel and the
Acupuncture Now Foundation to support
their efforts to hold NICE to account and to
promote the positive effects of acupuncture in
low back pain treatment.
The Guardian publishes the results of
a reader survey 〉 tinyurl.com/
4 jefqu5m - in which 144 readers give
their verdict on whether acupuncture
had been helpful for them. 96 say it was
effective.
Mike Cummings publishes a BMJ blog
reanalysing the correct data from the trials used
to assess acupuncture’s effectiveness in the draft
guideline: ‘[the data for acupuncture] is clearly
more convincing than the equivalent data for
either the exercise or the manual therapies
recommended in the draft NICE guideline for
low back pain.’
APR

APR
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Acupuncture Now Foundation’s
petition to NICE is communicated
by BAcC to members via e-news,
social channels and member website.

Mel Koppelman publishes an analysis
of the problems with the NICE
24 guideline on her blog 〉 tinyurl.com/
z3mrgxd. The analysis reveals that:
• The draft guideline recommends
interventions that evidence demonstrates
were not effective above placebo or
sham versions of themselves, including
paracetamol, opioids, exercise and cognitive
therapy. Acupuncture did demonstrate
effectiveness above a sham version of itself,
but was not recommended.
• The chair of the GDG declared six conflicts
of interest, including a personal pecuniary
interest as a director of a private pain
management service called Back@Work.
NICE’s Conflict of Interest policy specifies
that chairs cannot have any conflicts of
interest. Dr Ian Bernstein, another member
of the GDG, declared ten personal pecuniary
conflicts of interest.
APR

APR

29

Anne Milton, government deputy
chief whip and BAcC patron, writes a
letter of concern to NICE.

Dr Mike Dixon, NHS Alliance, and
David Tredinnick MP, are requested
15 by BAcC to write letters of concern
to NICE. The charities Arthritis and
Musculoskeletal Alliance, and Arthritis UK,
formally give their support to the BAcC. BAcC
interim chief executive Rob Strange liaises with
the chief executives of the Acupuncture
Association of Chartered Physiotherapists and
the British Medical Acupuncture Society. BAcC
marketing and PR manager Caroline Lane and
research manager Mark Bovey liaise with the
Complementary and Natural Healthcare
Council and the back pain charity BackCare.
MAY
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June
Mel Koppelman writes to Professor
Edzard Ernst to ask him to answer
16 some questions about his support for
the NICE guideline. Amongst other
things, she asks him why he supports
acupuncture’s removal from the guideline while
supporting the recommendation of treatments
that demonstrated no efficacy, and whether his
view is impacted by the fact that true acupuncture
actually outperforms sham. Professor Ernst
engages in a dialogue with Mel but at the time of
writing has not yet answered these questions
satisfactorily. The dialogue culminates in an
invitation to Mel to join the editorial board of
Professor Ernst’s publication. She declines.
MAY

Mark Bovey for the BAcC, together
with three other members - Mel
18 Koppelman, Tony Sigrist and Caroline
Cai - and seven members of the
Association of Traditional Chinese Medicine
(ATCM) attend a NICE public meeting (one of a
series held regularly by NICE around the
country). Mark Bovey asks a question about why
acupuncture was not represented on the Guideline
Development Group (GDG). Mel Koppelman
asks questions regarding conflict of interest on the
GDG, vis-à-vis the chair’s personal pecuniary
interest in a pain management clinic; Sir Andrew
Dillon, a NICE representative, suggests that this is
Mel’s ‘subjective interpretation’.
MAY

Mel Koppelman writes an open letter
to the NICE representatives at the
19 previous day’s meeting, citing the
misinterpretation of data, the conflict
of interests on the Guideline Development
Group (GDG) and the exclusion of
acupuncturists from the GDG: ‘Thus, the
GDG’s recommendations simply cannot be
attributed to a competent, impartial committee
providing unbiased recommendations based on
the best information available …’ 〉 tinyurl.com/
z46oh2s. There has been no response to date.
MAY

BAcC interim chief executive Rob
Strange records a video in which,
27 amongst other things, he shares his
thoughts on the NICE guideline and
asks members to send lower back pain case
studies to help ‘accentuate the positives’: ‘We’re
working hard on following the processes laid
down by NICE on the consultation period, and
that’s taken all our hard effort to date … We are
developing a short-term strategy. We must
remain professional and calm, particularly when
faced with a set of new guidelines that don’t suit
us.’ 〉 tinyurl.com/hwnl5o9
MAY

JUN

8

BAcC interim chief executive Rob
Strange writes to the chief executive
of NICE.

Mel Koppelman and Katherine Berry
of the Acupuncture Now Foundation,
13 along with six additional signatories,
write a letter to Rebecca Smith, head
of media at NICE, to request a statement of
correction to the March 24 press release stating
that the draft guideline no longer recommends
acupuncture for treating low back pain because
evidence shows it is not better than sham
treatment. The email points out that the
Guideline Development Group (GDG) found
that verum acupuncture was not only superior to
sham, it actually demonstrated greater efficacy
than other treatments that were recommended
by the draft guideline; that the press release does
not make it clear to media and the public that
the guidelines are provisional; that the GDG
deviated from NICE’s established methods for
guideline development in assessing efficacy
rather than effectiveness in the interventions
evaluated; and that the recommendations of the
draft guideline violate the evidence-based
medicine paradigm on which NICE guidelines
are based, in that it was the only effective
treatment not recommended by the guideline.
To date, no response has been received.
JUN

Tactical PR campaign approved by
BAcC Governing Board.
15 BAcC decides to send chair Ron
Bishop, new chief executive Paul
Hitchcock, marketing and PR manager
Caroline Lane and research manager Mark
Bovey to the next public meeting of NICE in St
Leonards-on-Sea, due to be held on Wednesday
20 July. It is suggested that BAcC members also
attend, and invite patients to do so as well.
JUN

This timeline was compiled by the practitioner
members of the Acu. Editorial Committee:
Sandra Bird, Scott Bridges, Tim Brown, Karen
Charlesworth, Lisa Sherman and Steve Wheeler

‘We must remain
professional and calm,
particularly when
faced with a new set
of guidelines that don’t
suit us’
Rob Strange
BAcC Interim CEO
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Help us rewrite
the rules of safe
practice
Ian
Stones
Safe Practice Officer

I wrote in the winter issue of Acu: ‘my biggest challenge will be
rewriting the safe practice code and guide, to reflect changes
around wet cupping, clinical waste guidelines, increase in
multibed clinics etc.’ That task is now well underway and has
reached a point where it would be useful to have your feedback.

We have just finished redrafting the Code of Safe Practice, and now offer
it to you for comment and suggestions. The draft Code is very similar
to previous versions, but more concise. We have tried to strip it back to
basic principles, in the hope that the new document will more clearly and
accurately reflect the absolute ‘red lines’ of safe practice, where failure to
comply could lead to a referral for a breach of the Code.
The two main but subtle changes are:
• reuse/reinsertion of needles is no longer allowed under any circumstances,
ie you must use a fresh needle for every point needled during a treatment
and you must never reinsert a needle that you have already used
• used needles may no longer be collected on an intermediate surface
before disposal in a sharps bin.
It is these two areas that have raised the most comment from
environmental health officers over the last decade and it has become
difficult to mount a defence for not making the changes above. Although
the risks are negligible - and in the case of needle disposal entirely for the
practitioner - there seems little point in trying to defend something for
which no strong arguments can be given.
Sections which used to form a part of the Code, such as ancillary
techniques, home visits, multibed settings and the like, will now be
covered in greater detail in the revised Guide. The underlying principles
which make up the Code will still apply equally in all of these areas,
however the broader scope of the Guide will allow us to expand on areas
where professional judgement has its proper place and to spell out best
practice in greater detail. Given the expanded nature of the Guide, we
have chosen to overhaul it section by section, with each separate section
being put out for comment as and when it becomes available, before being
finalised and published.
We are happy to hear your opinions on the best format for the revised
Guide. There has been considerable support for it to be published in
electronic format in sections, which would allow us to update sections
and publish them on the website as and when finished. Our experience
has been that we still get many questions for which answers can easily
be found in the Guide, so we suspect either that copies get lost or the
current document is not as easy to navigate as we had hoped. We would be
interested to hear your views both on this and the wider use of electronic
information flow within the BAcC.
Our aim is for the new Code to be signed off by the Governing Board
at their October meeting, with the Guide following in February 2017.
The draft Code is now available for comment on the member website
(go to About us 〉 Consultation) and also from the office on request,
together with all amended sections of the Guide so far. We look forward
to receiving your feedback.
Ian Stones 〉 020 8735 1226 〉 ian@acupuncture.org.uk
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Keeping BAcC
strategy on point

Adding herbs
into the mix

Samantha Webb
& Karl Kasparis

Anne
Etherton

Pegasus PR

Member: Nottinghamshire

Over the past few months we’ve been conducting a strategic
review of our PR support to ensure our 2016/17 activity
continues to promote and increase the acceptance of
traditional acupuncture amongst media and consumers.

We thought it would be useful to share with you our key focus points.
Key communication challenges

It’s crucial we consider our main challenges when creating our PR
strategy and what we can do to overcome them. Central to all of
these considerations is the need for education so both the media and
patients are better informed. Let’s all shout about the many benefits of
having traditional acupuncture.
NICE guidelines

As we’re all aware the latest draft guidelines from NICE suggest
acupuncture should not be recommended for non-specific low back
pain with or without sciatica. With the submission of the rebuttal
paper we eagerly await the final outcome in September. In the
meantime the PR team have been dedicated to securing as many
positive acupuncture articles as possible that reiterate its efficacy. But
what else can we do?
Strategic recommendation: Maximise patient testimonials to drive
compelling reasons to try traditional acupuncture. We know that
many patients find the therapy to be extremely beneficial, so let’s
utilise positive case histories and place those stories in the media.
People’s experiences can play a powerful role in encouraging others to
try traditional acupuncture for themselves.
Understanding the different types of acupuncture

Although there is an increased acceptance of traditional acupuncture,
our statistics show that almost a third of people don’t understand how
the therapy can help them. A key focus should be dedicated to education
and growing awareness of how treatment can help.
Strategic recommendation: Ensuring journalists are educated about
the different types of acupuncture will help to drive more informed
articles. In turn, such articles will help to increase understanding
amongst people who read them and so drive a deeper and more
accurate understanding across a growing audience.

Barriers to treatment

Our data shows that as many as one in five people are worried about
trying traditional acupuncture because of the needles. Of course we all
know that once they’ve tried it, misconceptions about the needles soon
disappear. But what else can we do to help overcome this barrier?
Strategic recommendation: Drive trial and first person reviews
to educate people about the needles and the benefits of treatment.
Offering both journalists and bloggers complimentary consultations
with their local acupuncturist encourages them to try traditional
acupuncture for themselves and write an honest account of their
experience, all of which helps to rebut those common concerns.
Samantha Webb 〉 swebb@thisispegasus.co.uk
Karl Kasparis 〉 kkasparis@thisispegasus.co.uk

Having practised as an acupuncturist
since 1999, my first brush with
combining herbs and acupuncture came
after attending a pre-prepared herbal
products course in 2004.

This basic knowledge of herbs allowed me
to give my patients certain formulae if my
diagnosis fitted their use, and I began to find
this extremely helpful in improving patients’
health, often speeding up their healing.
By the time the EU Directive on Traditional
Herbal Medicinal Products came into force
and pre-prepared herbal products were no
longer available, I was so fascinated by the
combination of acupuncture with herbal
medicine that I felt I needed to train as a
herbalist rather than be unable to use herbs
at all. I was also aware that my knowledge of
Chinese herbal medicine was very limited and
that a full training would give me so much
more scope to treat difficult conditions such
as skin diseases and endometriosis.
I decided to train at a college accredited by
the European Herbal & Traditional Medicine
Practitioners Association (EHTPA) and I
chose a course that was based on using more
of an open book system, which allows you to
have prompts rather than relying totally on
memorising everything. Being not quite as
young as when I did my acupuncture course,
this open book system enabled me to attempt
the course rather than just dismissing it as
too much memory work, and as it turns out
my memory has greatly improved as a result.
Still, an open book approach does seem quite
appropriate, after all how often does your GP
check their computer/BNF (British National
Formulary) when prescribing?
For me it was also important to avoid
disrupting my busy acupuncture practice too
much, so the course I chose had to fit around
those needs as well. Studying herbs turned out
to be quite a juggling exercise, and some of
my other activities such as my book club had
to go on complete hold for a couple of years.
Since studying herbs I have developed a
much more in-depth questioning technique.
You have to be more precise with your
diagnosis and herbal choice when prescribing
herbs, as they are less forgiving than
acupuncture if you are not so accurate. Several
other aspects of my practice have improved,
including pulse diagnosis, as well as my
thought processes when treating difficult cases
such as venting pathogens.

Although many of my existing patients had
got used to herbs in tablet form, when these
became unavailable I don’t think they were
quite expecting the delicious concoctions
I started to produce! This can still be a bit
tricky from time to time, but there are ways
around it such as powders and encapsulation,
and it is great to be able to help more patients
and to obtain even better results, often more
quickly.
I had a young man of 27 come to see me
who was a farmer and worked ridiculously
hard; even as a child and teenager he had
worked on the farm. He came with patches
of alopecia areata about which he was
despairing. Although acupuncture could have
helped he was not at all keen and so I could
only persuade him to try herbs. They have
had a dramatic effect over about three months
of use and he is now growing a good covering
of hair, albeit he still has to be reminded to
sleep regularly!
I find herbal medicine really quite
fascinating, so intricate and highly
sophisticated in approach. You learn so many
new approaches to treatment, and you go on
learning every day. Of course, it can take a bit
of time to formulate prescriptions early on,
whilst you gain your confidence. However, it
is a delight to be able to treat more difficult
cases such as skin problems, and other equally
entrenched conditions. I now feel I have
become a properly rounded practitioner of
Chinese medicine. And my advice to my
fellow acupuncturists about studying herbs?
Go for it!
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Clinical
pearl

Naava Carman
Member: London
I specialise in treating reproductive
immunology both in fertility and pregnancy.
As such, all kinds of interesting autoimmune
(AI) conditions come my way. Increasingly,
this includes the problem of hypermobility in
pregnancy and in the postpartum period.
Hypermobility is a very much a mixed
disorder both of deficiency and excess, and is
impacted greatly by the hormone relaxin, which
is present in the body throughout pregnancy
and while breastfeeding.
To further complicate matters, the patient’s
response to needling often conflicts with the
primary diagnosis made upon questioning,
looking and palpating.
In my experience, the patient’s response to
needling is often a better indication of where to
focus treatment in order to alleviate pain.
I have found it useful to keep the following
elements in mind:
• Only in the minority of cases does
hypermobility pain respond well to local
needling.
• In most cases of hypermobility, needling the
area that is in pain or causing the pain will not
help the blockage resolve. In fact, increasing
the blood flow to the area actually makes
things far worse for far longer.
• If local needling makes the pain worse, move
immediately to distal points only, even if the
patient expresses a wish for the actual site of
the pain to be treated.
• When local needling makes the pain worse,
the balance of treatment should be aimed
initially at tonifying.
• In the minority of cases, when local needling
makes the pain better, treatment focus
should be on moving qi.
• Patient management is very important: start
by mapping pain levels together, from one to
ten, and determining a number for different
circumstances; you can then begin to help
your patient be more positive and responsive
to improvement, however small.
• Keep in mind that hypermobility can cause
additional problems with the gastrointestinal
system, the autonomic nervous system
and with bladder function, so thorough
discussion of diet and exercise is critical.
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Interview
Linda
Hindle
Public Health England was established
on 1 April 2013 to bring together
public health specialists from more
than 70 organisations. Member Karen
Charlesworth talked to Linda Hindle
about her role as PHE’s allied health
professions lead and how the profession
of acupuncture fit into the picture.

WebWatch
environmental health, social housing and a
whole range of less obvious professions like
hairdressers, tattooists, beauty therapists, and
so on. We all have a role to play. Public Health
England is keen to focus more on delivering
public health through this broader workforce.
KC: What can acupuncturists do to

contribute to the public health agenda?

LH: Two years ago we started to develop

protect and improve the nation’s health and
wellbeing, and reduce health inequalities. It does
this through world-class science, knowledge
and intelligence, advocacy, partnerships and the
delivery of specialist public health services.
PHE is an operationally autonomous
executive agency of the Department of
Health. On a day-to-day basis, we advise the
government on public health; we support local
authorities – particularly the directors of public
health – to improve the health and wellbeing of
their local populations; and we advise the NHS
on its role in prevention of illness. We also run
campaigns aimed at the public such as Change
for Life and One You, and we run national
screening and immunisation programmes.

conversations with the professions,
encouraging them to talk more about what
they do that contributes to public health,
how they could measure it, where they could
do more, and how to share good practice. So
there are small things that professionals can
do, such as incorporating lifestyle questions
into assessments; putting information leaflets
or posters in a general waiting area; asking
people if they have any questions about
general health issues. Some of it is about
getting clued up on what resources there are
locally – where are the local gyms and what
are their rates, where are the sports clubs, are
there classes in things that will help mental
health such as meditation. Passing this on to
the people you have everyday contact with,
that’s a key part of the way we can meet the
public health agenda.
Many acupuncturists will already be doing
this; my understanding is that talking to
patients about lifestyle issues and how to
maintain or improve their health is a big
part of what acupuncturists do, and in
that sense we could say that acupuncturists
contribute very strongly to the public health
agenda.

KC: You are in charge of the ‘allied health

KC: How can the public health agenda

KC: Could you describe the remit of Public

Health England?

LH: Public Health England (PHE) exists to

professions’ – what are these, and how do they
support public health?

LH: The allied health professions (AHPs) are

a group of 12 healthcare professions which are
regulated by the Health and Care Professions
Council (HCPC). I would say it’s a bit
historical why some professions are classified as
‘allied’ and others aren’t; currently, the HCPC
includes physiotherapy, dietetics, occupational
therapy, speech and language therapy, podiatry,
radiography, paramedics, orthoptics, prosthetics
and orthotics, and music, art and drama
therapy. But even though acupuncture isn’t
included on that list, we are happy to work with
acupuncturists, just as we do with the official
allied health professionals.

KC: What kinds of initiatives are you involved

in, for the allied health professionals?

LH: When you look at what health and wellbeing
really are, it becomes clear that there are many
professions that play a role in that, for the average
member of the public. In July, the Royal Society
for Public Health and the Centre for Workforce
Intelligence published reports identifying that up
to 19 million people could be considered part of
the wider public health workforce. Acupuncturists
featured in that report, along with the police,
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support acupuncture?

LH: Many of the AHPs are commissioned
services under the NHS, local authorities or
voluntary sector organisations, so some of the
motivation to engage with our agenda is to
address the demand on these organisations
and ensure services are recommissioned. But
mostly what we talk to the AHPs about isn’t
specific issues, it’s the principles of how you
adapt your service to meet the particular
health and wellbeing pressures on the system,
especially locally.
A lot of the materials we produce are
helpful for the allied health professionals,
and that holds true for acupuncture as well,
even though most acupuncturists work
privately. Many AHPs do private work and
they still use the same materials we produce,
but they look at it differently, in terms of
the added value they can give their client,
or they may be using it to look at how they
can pitch for services funded through local
business or the local authority. There are
plenty of opportunities for acupuncturists
to get involved in local public health issues,
and to make themselves a recognised part of
that agenda.

futurelearn.com
This online learning resource offers hundreds of
free courses from top universities and specialist
organisations, which range from ‘Liver Disease:
Looking after Your Liver’ over ‘Introduction to Italian’
to ‘eHealth’ and ‘Dementia Care’. The courses on
offer change regularly and you can sign up for email
prompts to let you know when new ones start. Courses
last between two and several weeks - about two to
three hours learning per week - with a mix of written
explanations and videos of a very high standard, plus
informal quizzes. You get access to online forums
where participants can discuss the course content,
and for £30 you can also get certificate.

withloveproject.co.uk
Pretty much a British version of the above, here’s a
collection of stories from ‘people who produce things
with a passion and purpose’. The company behind the
website are a creative team who provide content for
branded campaigns. But once again, these stories of
people who follow their passions and produce things
with love will strike a chord with acupuncturists who
practise with passion!
paulekman.com/atlas-of-emotions/
Inspired by a series of conversations with the Dalai
Lama, Paul Ekman surveyed 248 leading scientific
researchers into emotion. The atlas of emotions was
the result - an interactive visualisation tool of five
emotional ‘continents’ that doesn’t quite match the
five phases, but is close enough to intrigue.
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What
inspires me

jamesdrewetaichi.wordpress.com/
James Drewe has been teaching taichi and qigong
for 25 years. His blog entries are entertaining and
educational and have titles such as ‘How To Brush
Your Teeth/Hair (aka lifting your arm)’ or ‘Turning
Your Head With Ease’, where he goes into anatomical
details of the described processes. Other entries
such as ‘Energy, Flow & Learning’ or ‘Qigong ... Why
Bother?’ explore some interesting side themes.
passionstori.es
Here you’ll find a collection of stories about people
who have left their ‘traditional’ jobs to follow their
passion - an idea familiar to many an acupuncturist.
Yes, it’s all put together by THE PASSION CO., who run
events and courses to help people ‘find their passion’,
but the stories are interesting and some are insightful.
A wide variety of passions are covered, so maybe
worth a quick look when you’re feeling in need of a
little inspiration.

Inspiration

Sean
Cleere
Member: London
When I first started thinking about
inspiration, my mind kept coming back to
a single point. My favourite point: Heart 7.

I can still remember the first time I needled it,
with shaking mind and body, in the student
clinic at the College of Integrated Chinese
Medicine. Twenty years on, it still has the power
to make me nervous, to approach each time
as the first. It demands that I bring something
extra to the table each time, no matter how
many thousands of times we have met before.
It could be stance, breath, position, feeling,
integration with patient, space and self – or
anything in between. But each time, it’s very
hard not to have grown in some way.
After 20 years of practice the body and mind
aren’t shaking quite as much, but this point
still has the power to make me feel nervous,
keep me humble and open – and to never let
me know its full capabilities. But this kind
of inspiration is a double-edged sword. The
combination of not knowing and experience is
the joy and pain of doing the work we do. Each
time we start anew, as if for the first time. But
that’s where the potential lies.

Even before I had any knowledge or
experience, I somehow loved the way
acupuncture ‘looked’. This might sound
weird, but I still do. It was amazing to go to
college and think, even before I’d learned
anything, that it all kind of made sense
already. That’s because these philosophies
and systems that we try to put into practice
do make sense in the most beautiful and
simple ways.
I remember going to a John Tindall
seminar, sometime in the late 90s, and he
said something that’s always stayed with me.
After explaining in depth one of his tried
and tested protocols and its application, an
attendee asked what results he would expect.
He answered: ‘how should I know?’ What a
liberation! We can grow, learn and hopefully
improve, and then who knows what happens.
There are countless people – inside and
outside of the profession – who have inspired
me. They are all unique and yet all have
something fundamental in common. They all
follow their own distinct path, and yet have
the uncanny ability to ‘sit in the question’.
That fine balance of maintaining their own
strong beliefs, while also being open and
confident enough to continue to learn. That
same quality brings me back to the power of
that single point: Heart 7, constant and yet
ever changing. Bottomless.
I was lucky enough to be encouraged,
supported and taught so much by an
incredible practitioner, Chris Boardman,
who for decades has quietly served thousands
of patients in his community. He is a
practitioner’s practitioner. Spending time
with him, I learnt about making your
treatments as effective and functional as
possible. Through him, I observed that you
had to work hard to provide that service for
your patients – and always remain open to
learning more. Because of him, every day I
continue to ask myself, what else can I do to
make things better for my patients?
Another amazing practitioner who I was
blessed to work alongside in Sri Lanka and
India, Peter Smith once told me, ‘just do
your treatment and get out of the way’. I
love that idea of just delivering or serving
our treatment and letting it be. That’s all you
can do anyway. Acupuncture isn’t magic, but
magical things can happen.

Working in the chaos of a multibed clinic in
the middle of a Sri Lankan village, all we could
do was trust in the points to do their work.
We had no choice but to get our egos out of
the way and get on with it. There was very
little discussion working in those settings, just
the treatment. Patients would decide to come
back, or not, and you would often never know
the reason for either. Treat them how you find
them, do your best and get out of the way.
We can learn something from everybody and
anybody, I seem to remember Angela Hicks
saying once. In recent years, I have come to
understand that more. I have been inspired
by many people who have nothing to do with
acupuncture, and yet their style of work or
spirit sparks something in me. I’m always
interested in people who are doing their life’s
work, whatever it may be, and working in a
completely authentic way.
The best ideas may not always come from
within the profession: Uber was not set up
by taxi drivers and Airbnb wasn’t started by
hoteliers. There’s so much inspiration to be
tapped into in the world. We can maintain the
integrity of our clinical processes, philosophies
and principles, but I think there are always
new things to be learned about the accessibility
of acupuncture – how we deliver it to people.
Whenever I come back to Heart 7, I’m
relieved to find that it always feels like the first
time – even though every time is informed by
every other time that has come before. In the
same way, acupuncture continues to inspire
me, always the same yet constantly changing
and growing.
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It takes
two to
tango
Jill
Glover
Member: Avon

Since the start of my practice, I have been
passionate about using acupuncture to help
couples have the child they long for. Seeing
a couple achieve a healthy pregnancy after
months of despair and hopelessness is
always tremendously rewarding.

As we are all aware, more and more women
are seeking acupuncture to assist them with
their fertility; however in my experience, it’s a
constant challenge to get their partners into the
treatment room to improve their sperm quality.
We all know it takes two to make a baby, so why
are men so reluctant to step forward?
Male infertility now accounts for almost
half of those couples experiencing difficulty
conceiving. It affects one in twenty men.
Typically, men may have normal sexual function
and be unaware that they have impaired sperm
quality, although of course abnormal sexual
function can contribute to male subfertility.
It’s a lesson I learnt very early in my practice.
I had treated a woman for many months and
her cycle had transformed from very painful
and irregular to good fertile cycles. She was
devastated when her period arrived each month,
while I was frustrated at only having half the
story. Her husband eventually had a semen test
and discovered he had azoospermia (no sperm);
his turn to be devastated. Their only option was
donor sperm, and they happily went on to have
two lovely children.
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ENERGETICS

Exhaustion from
Men often resist or defer
working long hours
semen testing or consultations,
The idea of taking time to
often depletes kidney qi,
perhaps concerned it may be a
rest and nourish the body
thereby decreasing sexual
threat to their masculinity or
to improve fertility is quite
potency, sperm count
highlight a sexual problem. There
alien in our instant fix IVF
and motility. Again, this
is also confusion between sexual
society
will be exacerbated by
function and semen quality; if
increased pressure for
intercourse and ejaculation is
sex at specific times of
successfully achieved then what’s
the month. The idea of
the problem?
taking time to rest and
Getting an initial sperm test
nourish the body to
done is often delayed, while
improve fertility is quite
women go through both testing
alien in our instant fix
and treatment. This may be
IVF society.
linked to the fact that there
With some couples
are few treatments available
the woman’s desire for a
for male infertility from the
baby may far outweigh
medical profession; antibiotics
the man’s, and it can be
can be given for lingering
tremendously difficult
infections, and chlomiphene
if his heart isn’t really in it or he would prefer
citrate may increase sperm count and motility
to wait a while. Sexual desire needs the heart
but rarely morphology. If sperm quality is really
involvement as well as the kidney qi, and the
poor, intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI)
many dietary and lifestyle changes required
remains an option. Medical advice is generally
can create numerous tensions in the best of
limited to wearing loose underwear and
relationships.
stopping smoking.
Then there’s the myth that age doesn’t
Frequently men are reassured to be told
matter for men, a myth perpetuated by the
that their semen sample is ‘normal’, without
likes of Charlie Chaplin who fathered a child
comprehending what normal signifies in
at 73; the mother was just 18. We now know
this context. Indeed, there seems to be little
that increased male age causes an increase in
awareness amongst the general population that
chromosomal and semen abnormalities, and the
the benchmark for what is considered normal
biological clock ticks both for men and women.
has declined significantly over the past 50 years.
Being told one’s semen sample is normal can
The World Health Organization (WHO) shows
reduce motivation to make creative changes
semen has declined from approximately 65 per
towards a healthy lifestyle and increased fertility.
cent normal morphology in the mid 1970s to
I find it useful to have a ‘couples appointment’
less than 10 per cent in 2010. We can allow for
in which you can explain test results and discuss
technology improving testing, but it remains
changes for both partners, with information on
a huge decline. The simple fact for any man is
hand for them to take away. By understanding
that their father’s and grandfather’s ‘normal’
were likely to be significantly higher than theirs. the results of a semen test and linking it with
current lifestyle choices, men can feel both
As women become clearer about their
informed and empowered to make positive
menstrual cycle and when they are ovulating,
changes.
demands on their partner may significantly
increase. Passion can go out of the window with
the added pressure to ‘perform’ at a particular
time. This in turn can cause many relationship
problems and couples can go from having a
fulfilling sexual relationship to one beset by
stress. The liver channel circulates through the
genitals, so any degree of liver qi stagnation may
create sexual difficulties.

Ten simple strategies
for improving sperm quality

1

Regular acupuncture treatment
improves sperm count,
morphology and motility.

2

Improved nutrition, including a
high intake of chicken, fish, fruit
and vegetables, preferably organic,
improves sperm morphology.
Conversely, high fat and salt readymeals will deplete sperm count and
concentration.

3

Optimise weight to a BMI (body
mass index) of between 20 and
25. Both high and low BMI may
cause poor sperm quality.

4

Keeping the testicles cool
improves sperm morphology.
This means no phones in pockets,
no laptops on laps, and steer clear
of saunas and hot tubs.

5

Taking a good quality
preconception supplement for at
least three months will improve both
semen quality and general health.

6

Cordyceps mushrooms not only
improve sperm quality but also
help physical endurance.

7
8

Stop smoking and all
recreational drugs.

Stop or reduce alcohol,
especially before IVF as it can
reduce success markedly.

9
10

Get checked for chlamydia and
any other low-level infections.

Check medicinal drugs are
not contraindicated, as some
cause sperm abnormalities or reduce
sexual function.

Coming hot on the heels of a visit to the
Middle Kingdom, I’m hoping this Qi of Tea
will serve to put a little fire in your belly,
as well as giving a general nod to our
summer theme of fieriness and passion in
deference to the gods of Acu.

After years of trotting out dietary advice to
patients I pretty much figured I had the whole
food energetics angle covered. However, whilst
travelling through Fujian, Jiangxi and Yunnan
on a spring tea trip I had one of those Chinese
medicine eureka moments.
A trip to China can be a challenge even to
the hardiest enteric system, and certainly to a
cold, damp sodden one like mine. So it was no
small surprise to me that my ailing spleen not
only benefited from a Chinese diet, it positively
thrived on it.
Pickled pig’s face? No problem. Fermented
egg? I’ll have two. Whatever came my way
- familiar or frightening - went down just
fine. And the secret to my newly discovered
seemingly iron constitution? Warming the
stomach.
Aside from copious amounts of delicious tea,
the most obvious difference in the Chinese diet
is that there are virtually no cold drinks, apart
from beer. Tap water in a restaurant … comes
hot. Iced coffee equals hot coffee … with ice
cubes in. In fact, drinks often don’t feature at all
at mealtimes, as at least one dish will come with
a form of soup, broth or cooking liquor to warm
the stomach and stoke the digestive fire.
Stomach warming ingredients are also used
differently in the cooking process. Whereas we
tend to finely chop small amounts of hot herbs
and spices, Chinese dishes will come piled high
with huge chunks of chilli, garlic and ginger.
Savvy diners - including keen-eyed tourists dig through these fiery nuggets to eat the food
beneath flavoured and warmed by the heating
oils that have mingled in the pot. This kind of
spicing is warming, soothing and gentle on the
stomach, literally putting fire in the belly.
When it comes to warming the stomach with
tea, Chinese dietary wisdom abounds. Green tea
(lu cha) may be served hot (in temperature) but
is cold in nature, and overuse can really dampen
down any digestive action in the middle jiao.
Most Chinese women know to avoid drinking
green tea before or during menstruation.
On the other hand, the tea of choice for
warming the stomach - outside mealtimes of
course - is undoubtedly a good brew of ripe or

James (right) in a tea garden in Yunnan, home of puerh

Ripe puerh tea pressed into cakes

‘cooked’ puerh. Cooked puerh is a delicious
fermented tea - I use one called Hidden Amber
- and although an acquired taste, most patients
love it, especially once they feel its soothing
warming effect on the stomach and middle jiao.
So if you or your patients want the stomach of
an Iron Horse - or an Iron Buddha - my advice
to you is to keep it hot! And if you’re fond of
the odd Starbucks iced matcha latte … that
sound you hear between slurps could well be the
Yellow Emperor turning in his grave.
James Thirlwall 〉
info@oxfordacupunctureclinic.com
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Beating
I’ve gone full circle with sports
injuries. When I was starting out as
an acupuncturist, the more complex,
internal conditions phased me a little.
Musculoskeletal conditions were my
haven; they were easier to diagnose
and treat and patients responded
surprisingly quickly. They were good for
my confidence.

In time, I found sports injuries lacked challenge
and I began to find them a little tedious.
I’m not sure when I began to enjoy treating
sports injuries again but I do know why: it’s the
drive the patients often have to get better. They
have a passion in life that fuels them and they
want to be able to return to it in order to feel
like themselves once more. The energy they put
into their own healing process tends to be very
positive and I find this optimism inspiring to
work with.
Kat Love
Member: South Yorkshire

-centred
My love for five element acupuncture started 20 years ago and completely changed my life.

As a patient, particularly a fire-type person who
lives and operates from a heart-centred place,
wearing my emotions for all and sundry to pass
comment on, I‘d spent too many years swinging
through the extremes of deficiency and excess.
Through having acupuncture treatment I
began to make sense of myself and embrace my
vulnerability. It was my first acupuncturist who
suggested I train, when we began to talk about
how I might choose a more fulfilling life for
myself.
While studying in Leamington, it always
amazed me how many acupuncturists there were
in such a concentrated area, but now it seems
to me that the more positive experiences people
have of acupuncture, the more people will come
to acupuncturists for help.
Starting a practice is a daunting time remembering which point goes where, deciding
whether or not your field is clean, trying not to
be scared off by environmental health - and it
saddens me when people go through training
then choose not to practice, not because they
don’t love the profession but because they think
they cannot run a successful business.
My reason for becoming a regional group coordinator comes from my desire to fill the world
with acupuncturists and to support practitioners
in creating a practice that they love, so they
may offer this powerful art of Chinese medicine
that will ultimately benefit many, including the
patient, the practitioner and society as a whole.
The majority of us choose acupuncture as a
profession because we want to help people, not
to be marketeers, sales people, administrators
and strategists. By joining forces and being
part of a supportive professional group, we are
more able to raise the energy and profile of the
acupuncture profession. Having a local network
of acupuncturists you trust can only enhance
your practice and the practice of others.
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I believe that our businesses are a reflection
of what is going on inside of us, and we need
to do the inner work so that we can do our best
for our patients. In order for us to take best care
of ourselves, and be able to stay in the flow of
giving and receiving, we must recognise that the
treatments we offer are an energetic exchange.
Although I have great appreciation that
acupuncture works on a body/mind/spirit level,
I always knew that I wanted my practice to focus
on rebalancing the energy to create emotional
stability and harmony for those who struggled to
make sense of life and were living with a depleted
shen.
As ‘givers’ we often have deeply held beliefs
and come up against societal expectations that
we should not charge for our services, or that
we should not be greedy. By holding on to such
beliefs, we are in danger of exhausting our energy
reserves and depleting our qi to the point where
we develop disharmony within ourselves. Being
mindful of what our egos tell us, and staying
aware of our honest feelings of how we honour
ourselves and our patients is key to retaining
integrity and balance in our practices.
I feel really lucky that my passion for
acupuncture remains strong and my fire still
burns brightly. I have been surrounded by
positive and like-minded people who continue
to inspire, love and teach me daily and who are
willing to walk alongside me on my healing
journey. I only hope that I am able to love, heal
and inspire others to do the same.
Katy Henry
Member: Derbyshire

Real
I like the fact that what we do is REAL
TREATMENT, hands on ACTUALLY DOING
SOMETHING effective, real healing as
opposed to eight minutes with a GP who
refers you or writes a prescription …
Mark Whitham
Member: Hertfordshire

Head and
The main inspiration for me was finding
Kiiko Matsumoto’s teachings and
explanations from the classic roots of
acupuncture.

Combining palpation and theory to stretch the
senses and the mind - that’s been my inspiration
for a long time, and will, I suspect, keep me
going for years to come. Especially with the
input of Avi Magdoff, who is an exceptional
teacher, adding his own experiences and views
to Kiiko’s work and giving insights that add yet
more colour.
I feel very lucky to have found a style that
inspires and guides me.
Giles Watts
Member: West Yorkshire

ignited
Call me dull, but I do like a sound
evidence base. It’s probably because of
my upbringing dominated by the western
medical framework, where nothing works
unless we have evidence to say it does.
Which of course is a flawed logic, but
that’s another story.
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break
During my 26-year acupuncture career,
practising in China and the UK, I have
treated a great number of severely
ill patients, most of them were very
successful but some were not so lucky.
I’d like to share a heartbreak story which
happened in the UK one year ago.

qing
Sandra Hill

CHINESE LESSON
I studied homeopathy for a couple of years,
inspired by the radical benefits homeopathy
brought my children, but ultimately it was
too subjective for me to embrace. So when I
attended the Northern College of Acupuncture
open day and heard Hugh MacPherson speak,
the spark was ignited and I truly felt like I
had come home. Here, finally, was a tried and
tested, evidence-based, effective medicine,
which works to support and enable the whole
person; mind, body and soul.
Fully aware of my limited clinical experience
as a student, I have nonetheless seen lifechanging effects: to a man who was once
travelling the world with his career but who
became housebound as a result of chronic IBS
and diarrhoea, acupuncture enabled him, in his
words, to ‘have a life again’: or to the woman in
her eighties, debilitated by nausea and vomiting
who, within an hour of treatment, was happily
eating a meal. What a privilege to be training in
this field of medicine.
Kate Tattershall
Student member: North Yorkshire

Melting
So hard to choose just one thing that
inspires my passion, so I will say several!

Top of the list is seeing the babies I have helped
come into the world growing into strong
healthy lovely young people. As well as the
children and their parents whose relief from
their discomfort is shining on their faces after
treatment. And the pictures they draw for me to
put on my walls - melts my heart. Also, at the
other end of life, the peace that older people feel
when their stories are heard, understood and
made some sense of, to help them put things in
perspective and feel less frustration with their
bodies.
June Tranmer
Member: North Yorkshire

Perhaps some of you still remember that
I successfully treated a patient with severe
brainstem bleeding who had been five weeks in
a coma, in Queen’s Hospital Romford in early
2014. I published that exciting case report in
Acu. winter 2015.
Not long after, I heard of a 28-year-old
Chinese tourist who had suffered a brain
coma for two weeks and was in Chelsea and
Westminster Hospital. The doctors had tried
their best but all failed. The wife sent an SOS
help request through Chinese media and
newspapers on 24 October 2014.
After contacting the family members and
getting agreement from the hospital, I went to
the intensive care unit and found the patient’s
condition was much more severe than I had
expected. His heartbeat and breath were all
relying on machines and he had no response to
stimuli. I realised it would not be good result
and told the family my examination results. As
a last hope, I still treated the young man with
electroacupuncture and other acupuncture
techniques; unfortunately he had no response to
the treatment.
Four days later I was told the poor guy died in
the hospital and I was quite sad because I hadn’t
been able to help the young man.
As an acupuncturist, and when I was a
medical doctor, I always try my best to help
patients but still sometimes I am not successful,
and not because of my limited knowledge and
skills. We are human beings, not gods.
Tianjun Wang
Member: London

The Chinese character qing ( )
suggests emotions and passions.
It describes all our feeling states,
which in classical texts are often
referred to as the qi qing (
), seven
emotions, and include anger, joy,
grief, fear, over-thinking, oppression
and fright. A qing ren (
) is a dear
friend and to be wu qing (
) is to
be devoid of feeling.
The character is made up of the heart ( ),
which when placed on the left of a character
takes on a different form ( ). This is the
radical or root of the character’s meaning.
On the right is the phonetic ( ) qing, which
is often translated as blue-green, but which
has the deeper meaning of the colour of
new life and growth. By extension it is to be
full of life and vitality. It is the blue-green
colour often related to spring and the wood
phase, the colour of the blue-green dragon
(qing long
) of the east and the spring.
Several other characters share this
phonetic, most notably jing ( ), essence, in
which the idea of life and vitality has the
radical for a seed or grain of rice ( ). Jing
( ), of course, can also be translated as
semen, or the seed of regeneration. In
common speech it has been used to refer
to the most refined grains, and always
carries the suggestion of the most pure,
refined and subtle of substances. The rice
grain radical is also found within the
character for qi ( ), where it is accompanied
by the phonetic for steam or vapours – to
suggest the more ethereal aspect of our
subtle vitality. Another related character is
qing ( ) which means clear and pure. Here
the phonetic is coupled with the water
radical ( , ) and is used in medicine to refer
to the most clear and pure fluids, but it can
also refer to clarity of mind and perception.
Qing ( ) is used to describe someone’s
personality or disposition, and it is very close
to another character xing ( ) which is made
of the heart radical with sheng ( ), the
generation of life, which we see in the sheng
cycle. Xing is the natural disposition, the
inherent quality of something or someone,
and is often used in Daoist texts to refer to
our true inborn nature.
If xing ( ) is the true nature which is not
affected by the movement of the emotions,
qing ( ) is more the reaction of our true
nature to outside circumstances and
stimulants – the feelings we have towards
people, our desire s and passions, our
motivations. All of these are controlled by
the heart/mind (xin ) which needs to be
pure and clear (qing ) in order to correctly
reflect reality.
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Sex, love & all that jazz
The heart/kidney connection

Felice
Dunas
Acupuncturist & Herbalist: California

Are you treating health conditions related
to or affected by love?

This past November I taught at the Pacific
Symposium, a large educational conference
put on for our industry by the Pacific College
in San Diego, California. I presented an
evening keynote titled ‘The Capacity and
Function of Loving’ during which I explored
definitions of love based upon contemporary
research in such areas as the human limbic
system, neurochemistry, evolutionary
and contemporary psychology, as well as
multifaceted descriptions from our medicine’s
history and theoretical constructs.
While it may not seem like an academic
subject to you, the way our patients experience
love, or the lack of love, in their lives has
a substantial effect on their health. The
rollercoaster ride that is associated with love
and passion requires energetic stamina and has
a direct effect on every organ in the body. How
a patient metabolizes the work you do will
affect the ability to love and to cope with the
experiences that make up intimate relationship.
And where patients are in the journey of loving
will alter their energetic profiles and the way
you will be treating them.
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Let’s go all the way down to the bottom
of the energetic dynamics that are water
and fire. From here we can see how the
associated organs create love and personal
identity.

All of life on earth began here,
in the dark, blue, salty ocean

Water-kidneys

It is a dark, cold, starless night. The ocean is
everywhere, soft and rolling. Its inky depths
are seemingly infinite and its capacity limitless.
The hazy blackness is teeming with life.
Formless, without edge or shape, energy flows,
continually undulating as moist atmosphere
and salt water. Here is the strength to power
all of life, the ability to express, to nourish and
the potential to manifest. Everything came
from this vastness. All of life on earth began
here, in the dark, blue, salty ocean. Here is the
wisdom that becomes the five elements; here is
the waiting fullness of yin yang’s potential. The
power to reproduce, life’s hunger for itself, is
born here.
Fire-heart

Fire shines, like the sun rising, piercing this
darkness. Its light differentiates the ocean
from all else and draws a boundary between
observer and that which is observed, bringing
a consciousness through which the ocean’s
potential can become known. Fire is its own
being-ness, separate from (kidney) water. It
is responsible for the identity that we have
of ourselves, the ‘me-ness’. Someone’s selfawareness comes from fire and while fire and
water have dramatic effects on one another,
they are separate and cannot be merged. Fire
will allow for the experience and expression
potential of this great ocean, our genetic
foundation, our congenital make up. Fire comes
to illuminate water, to transform it into that
which can be understood, recognized, perceived
and defined just as our identity perceives
potential mates and our hearts determine who
we will ‘let in’ romantically and sexually.
Kidneys rule heart. This is how the Tao
flows on the Ko Cycle of the 5-element theory.
Sexuality, genetics, constitution and ancestors
dictate what becomes love, perspective,
awareness and personal identity. Without the
rich potential, the life soup in the oceans of our
genetics, who we are, how we think, what we
believe couldn’t exist. It is sexuality and genetics

that
rules
the
heart. It is
gender that,
in part, defines
self. It is water that
controls fire.
Research shows that the
connection between water and
fire, between erotic and loving
feeling, is universal. Passion is part of
the human hardware. It is an emotional
skin covering the sophisticated machinery
of species reproduction. Without the hunger
to be close to another, there would be no
offspring. Passion for a beloved can be found in
all cultures, no matter how primitive or isolated
from the rest of the world. All human beings
feel attracted, passionate and desirous of those
whose genetics foretell of healthy offspring.
The emotions aroused by love are defined
differently by those experiencing them. This
is where the cultural differences around love
come in. In China passionate love is equated
with ‘sorrow love’ or ‘unrequited love’. It is not
seen in a positive light. In many tribes along the
Amazon and in Italian culture it is the core of
being alive. In the US we idolize romantic love
with a literary industry (romance novels) second
to none and soap operas that let us in on the
love affairs of their character for decades.
How your patients live in this aspect of self,
how the kidney/heart machine effects them
can be seen in many ways. It shows up in the
thoughts of a woman whose biological clock
is ticking. Can she find the partner who is
pleasing to the heart chi, so that her sexual urges
will pay off in healthy children? It is expressed
in the mate selection process. Is a particular
patient making healthy choices or do they have

making poor choices. Another way to say
this is that the heart is yet under developed
while the kidneys are strong. All of who we
are matures in alignment with the Jing as we
progress through chronological time.
Have you ever suggested to patients that
there be a waiting period after one relationship
ends and before the next begins? You could
work to strengthen the water/fire relationship
so that your patients make good relationship
decisions the next time around. Or, you could
help them recover, doing the chi repair work
required by the energetically demanding end
of love affairs. Some people feel the natural
enough
urge to take healing time to themselves after a
damage
relationship ends. Others avoid the pain and
to the heart
immerse themselves in new affairs immediately.
chi such that
For the latter, healing can take a very long
the strength of
time. If you watch a patient going through
their genetics gets
relationship recovery you will note tongue and
them in to trouble over
pulse changes and behavioral and attitudinal
and over as they pick sexy,
shifts that reflect the healing process. This is a
heart destroying partners?
process your work can dramatically support no
Many confirmed bachelors and
matter why a patient came for treatment with
bachelorettes fit into this category:
you.
strong kidneys, weak heart. It plays out
Research shows that men are more likely to
in the marriages of our patients, as couples
jump into bed with new
stumble past the initial thrills
women, avoiding the
of partnering into the longWhen the water/fire axis is
pain and insuring that
term energetic challenges that
affected by love, or the end
relationship recovery
they face once the chemistry of
of love, everyone’s body
takes more time.
passion dies down, about two to
needs help
Women do most of
three years into a romance.
their mourning before
It is understood in our
distracting themselves
medicine that different aspects
with other lovers. Either
of self mature at different rates.
way, you can have a
Each Jing cycle represents our
positive effect on patients
growth in new ways. The third
as they go through
Jing cycle is the one in which
relationship transitions if
the body is mature and ready
you include this subject in
to procreate but the mind is
your intakes and ongoing
not. The thinking processes of
conversations as treatment
a child inhabit the body of an adult.
progresses. When the water/fire
According to western physiology,
axis is affected by love, or the end of
adolescence is the time when the
love, everyone’s body needs help.
cerebellum is still not fully
Also, the challenges faced every day in
activated and many decisions
committed relationships can be lightened,
still come from the more
abbreviated or released with the help you
primitive hindbrain. Education is so important
provide. For example, when chi is stuck and
in Asia for teenagers and young adults because
stubbornness takes hold, your use of chi
the mind is still childlike and the body has the
invigorating herbs and dietary suggestions can
urges of a mature person. One must keep the
help end a long-standing argument between
mind very busy to distract the body away from
Fire shines, like the sun rising,
piercing this darkness

partners. There are countless examples of how
your contributions can improve a patient’s
behavior and attitude in relationship.
Looking at your current patient base, what
percentage of patients are in love affairs that
nourish, feeding their chi? And how many have
relationships that deplete and confuse? In what
ways are your patients sustained by love? In
which organs, elements or meridians is their
chi bolstered and supported or diminished and
dissipated by their love-related circumstances?
Where do you see the strength of love, or the
lack of love in their pulses? These are important
questions to consider. Expanding one’s thinking
as a practitioner to include such questions
makes your work a stronger contribution and a
greater gift to those you serve.
This article is reprinted here with permission
from the March 2012 issue of Acupuncture
Today 〉 acupuncturetoday.com
Dr Felice Dunas is one of the founders of the
acupuncture profession in the US. She is also
an international educator, having taught in over
80 countries around the world to corporate
executives.
Felice Dunas 〉 happyloving.com 〉
info@felicedunas.com
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Storytelling

John
Hamwee
Member: Cumbria

One of the best things we can do for our
patients is to tell them stories about their
ailments. As every child knows there is
enormous comfort to be had from a well
told story; even when, as with the classics,
they contain much that is dark and
difficult. For what stories can do is to give
form to messy, unexpected or confusing
human experiences.
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T

he narrative normally starts with its hero or heroine
suffering from some injustice or misfortune, then
describes the trials and dangers encountered in trying
to escape from them, and ends with some kind of
satisfactory resolution. It is a tale of a journey. Put that
way, it sounds remarkably like our patients’ progress
from illness to health.
They come to us because there is something awry in their lives - often of
course a physical ailment, though that is seldom all there is to it, and most
of the time it is unexplained and inexplicable. Why, to use an example I
will refer to in more detail later, has a patient suddenly found quite large
bumps appearing under the skin in ten or twelve different places and
apparently strung together in a line?
Patients who take their complaints to a doctor expect something like the
following; a range of tests will be ordered which will produce a diagnosis
of the cause of the complaint, and then a remedy, normally drugs or
surgery, will be aimed at removing that cause. Often no explanation of the
illness will be sought or given - viruses turn up, germs attack the system,
our bodies don’t always function properly - the general attitude is that
it is simply bad luck. And if there is an explanation it will be couched in
biomedical language, which is meaningless to the patient anyway.
By contrast, Chinese medicine offers the opportunity to tell stories full
of meaning and imagination. Take the example of a young woman with
acid reflux. The diagnosis, as you might expect, was liver qi stagnation
invading the stomach. Pretty straightforward, but pause to notice the
kind of story it suggests. We could start by telling the patient about the
close physiological relationship between the medial tip of the liver and
the body of the stomach. Then we might talk about the way frustration
affects the liver and demands release. At that point the patient might
join in and speak of her craving to start a family even though she and her
husband have decided they can’t afford it yet; and how that is because he is
not appreciated or properly rewarded in the family business for which he
works so hard. Frustration aplenty.
That is at least the beginning of a story which can make sense of her
illness and help her to see it as an integral part of her life. Instead of some
alien aberration of cell or hormone, it is a perfectly natural response to
the situation in which she finds herself. In a way there is nothing wrong
with her, and that notion is empowering in itself. And it may lead her
and her husband to make some changes, for example going ahead with a
pregnancy anyway, or confronting the family to reward him properly. But
even if she decides these things are not possible the story still opens up
routes to some kind of resolution. She might, as happened to this patient,
decide to put off having a family for three years and take a university
degree which she had long wanted to do, and which would lead to a new
and fulfilling career. With this new goal and new interest in her life her
frustration subsided, and so did the acid reflux. Or she might have learned
to manage her energy, finding ways to drop qi downwards after meals, or
to vent her frustration through vigorous competitive exercise.
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There are many possibilities and what they all have in common is that they replace
a story which leaves her powerless and dependent on the expertise of the doctor to
find a solution. How many patients have I seen who have spent years living from
appointment to appointment, from test to test, waiting for the moment when
suddenly a cure might be found? Hundreds, I should think. And how many of them
have become passive in their suffering as they wait to be a walk-on character in
someone else’s story about the discovery of a new diagnosis, procedure or drug?
One of the great gifts of Chinese medicine is that, as in this case, it tells a story about
the cause of a complaint. It is often like that. The strange bumps under the skin which
I mentioned earlier were all along the patient’s small intestine channel. So when I told
him about the nature and functions of the small intestine I suggested that he might be
on the alert, over the next few weeks, for any occasion when he found himself doing
something which he knew might not be good for him. ‘Oh, I don’t have to be on the
alert,’ he replied, ‘I did just that about an hour ago!’
But quite often I don’t know the cause of a patient’s illness. Why, in spite of
recovering from a bout of encephalitis, does a man lose almost all sexual sensation?
Why does a young and active woman get almost incessant sinusitis, or a keen tennis
player get great pain in her right hip in spite of repeated visits to an experienced
osteopath and a clear scan? In these instances the story won’t be about the cause of
illness but of a failure of repair.
Even framing it in that way opens up all
kind of avenues of exploration. We can look at
These may not be
the physiological, psychological or energetic
heroic stories but they
hindrances to healing though the lens of
allow people to live with
Chinese medicine. Perhaps there is an energetic
themselves and to make
block of some kind, and a story might be told
the best of their lives and
of the relationship between spleen and heart or
circumstances
liver and lung, to take two common instances.
More generally there is the extraordinarily
fruitful concept of balance. Once they have
been told about it many patients immediately
identify imbalances in their lives - between
work and play, between the demands of partners
and children, between their hopes and the
circumstances of their lives. Also there is the
kind of imbalance that comes from what is
called multitasking, that is doing one thing with
the mind and another with the body.
And then there are the stories told by pulses
and tongue. A patient arrives with a long history
of investigations. When each of them came back clear his doctor told him, ‘There’s
nothing wrong with you’; and as he recounted them to me he added each time, ‘But
there was’. When I looked at his tongue there was clear evidence of phlegm and his
stomach pulse was slippery. Explaining the nature and causes of phlegm started a story
which validated his experience, and that was a huge relief to him. He was beginning
to wonder if he was imagining it all and, as he commented, while it was being denied
there was no possibility of any relief.
Finally there are the stories of recovery and resolution. One of the best is when you
look back through your notes and review with the patient all the ups and downs of
treatment; the times when nothing seemed to work, the occasional breakthroughs and
the steady incremental changes, and you both know that the journey is over and that
he or she is well again. Often the story is less clear-cut, but nonetheless satisfying. One
patient still gets headaches, though they are far less severe than they used to be, and she
understands that they are a response to a life which, inescapably, has too much work
and not enough support. Another patient has lost some weight, knows that he is not
willing to do what it would take to lose more, and has decided to accept himself as he
is. These may not be heroic stories but they allow people to live with themselves and to
make the best of their lives and circumstances.
Surely that is good medicine.
THE END.
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The
classic of
difficulties
Guiltiest pleasure
Mayonnaise. Or Phil Collins. Perhaps both?
Together? On a night in?
Favourite song lyric
Currently ‘Well, they guild their houses, in
preparation for the king, and they line the
sidewalks, with every sort of shiny thing. They
will be surprised, when they hear him say, Take
me to the alley, take me to the afflicted ones,
take me to the lonely ones, that somehow lost
their way’
Gregory Porter
Desert island disc
On My Way to Harlem by Gregory Porter
Desert island film
I don’t think I will ever get bored of Withnail and I
Desert island book
My battered old green hardback copy of
The Hobbit
Hero/heroine
Currently the 16th Karmapa
If you weren’t an acupuncturist what
would you be doing?
Probably writing or teaching
Superpower of choice
I’d love a singing voice that heals the troubled
soul. Either that or David Beckham’s barnet
A one way ticket to …
China, of course!
Which word/phrase do you overuse?
I go through phases of crazy phrases, but right
now it’s ‘Rescue to the rescue!’ (Blame my
four-year-old son)
Fantasy dinner party guests
Will Self, Monty Don, Robert Elms, Will Ferrell,
and my lovely wife Charlie (a reliable life and
soul at dinner parties!)
What’s your diagnosis?
Many have tried, all have failed
Worst nightmare
The recent stitch-up job by NICE rates pretty high
One bed or multibed?
Either, both … whatever works in the particular
clinic/community
What’s your animal?
Manta ray
What has life taught you?
Thought is underused, but overrated
Tell us a joke
How does Bob Marley like his doughnuts?
Wi’ jam in
Danny Maxwell
Member: Somerset
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Far eastern
philosophies
working in the
Middle East
Clockwise from right: the
ingenious
‘moxa bath ‘; Tom, Joanne
and Ariel ; Joanne’s drawing
of qi for the clinic wall; the
Haifa clinic

Joanne
Johnson
Member: Cambridgeshire

As part of my undergraduate acupuncture training I was fortunate enough to spend time
in the Jiangsu TCM hospital in Nanjing in 2013. My fellow students and I worked in the
outpatient clinic where TCM and western medicine are truly integrated. The experience
changed how I viewed acupuncture forever.

So I was intrigued to read about the Centre
for Chinese Medicine in the Community
(CCMITC), a dynamic multibed clinic in
Haifa, Israel, as described in Lucy Arad’s article
‘A Multi-Bed Chinese Medicine Clinic Model
Based on Clinical Excellence’, published in
JCM last October. It also aroused my interest
on a personal level, as I had lived and worked
in Israel as a teenager. In fact, you could say
this was the beginning of my own odyssey into
studying other TCM clinics outside of China.
I am fascinated to observe how other
practitioners from the West who have also
trained in China, like me, interpret their
experience of that training. I find it compelling
to see how their own culture colours their
personal understanding of TCM. Indeed, it is a
pipe dream of mine to visit every TCM clinic in
the world to witness every individual’s unique
insight!
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After I returned from China, I began to
wonder if such a set-up would work here in
the UK: a multibed clinic following exactly the
model of a Chinese medicine out-patient clinic
as found in Chinese hospitals. My research
has since shown that although some multibed
clinics in the UK do exist, as far as I am aware,
none follows the Chinese model exactly.
My personal experience in China was of
a huge patient turnover, with little time
for building therapeutic relationships: very
different to how we are used to practising
TCM acupuncture in the West, seeing patients
on a one-to-one basis with lots of personal
interaction. In China, we would often see
the same faces on a daily basis, an approach
that seemed to be very beneficial for chronic
conditions.
With this in mind I have spoken with my
own patients regarding the frequency of visits
for the best possible progress, but the simple
fact is not everyone can afford to visit more
than once a week, and some are lucky to visit
even once a month. Having the cushion of free
NHS healthcare can mean that people find it
easier to give responsibility for their own health
over to the doctor, rather than make lifestyle
changes for themselves.

To my mind, what makes the Haifa clinic so
unique is that their approach is so very similar
to the Chinese model, which is one of the
reasons I decided to visit, to see for myself how
this unique clinic was working. So, with my
children in tow (apprentice acupuncturists?),
we flew to Israel to meet CCMITC’s founders
and owners, Ariel Jodorkovsky and Tom
Rotenberg.
We were welcomed to beautiful Haifa with
open arms. The manager of the clinic, Nitsan
Melzer, found us a wonderful apartment
looking out to the Mediterranean Sea and
everyone made us very welcome, showing us
the sights. Tom even invited us to his kungfu
class in the evening, which was fantastic.
Ariel and Tom both studied a four-year
plan at Reidman International College for
Complementary and Integrative Medicine
in Israel (affiliated with Chengdu University
in China) and included in their course was a
three-month advanced training programme
in Chengdu with Professor Fang Xianxu. Tom
then went on to do another year of advanced
studies in Tianjin, and both of them have
completed advanced paediatric training in
Israel.
Tom and Ariel patiently answered my many
questions about their unique clinic, even
showing me their ingenious contraption for
treating haemorrhoids, which they called the
‘moxa bath’. When I asked how Israel has fared
with the introduction of TCM, they replied:
‘In Israel there are two levels: on the one hand
TCM is very common. You can find it as a
part of the public healthcare. You have a lot of

private clinics and you can find it in hospitals,
etc. On the other hand, the use of this medicine
is very narrow. Only a few tools are allowed
under the western medicine umbrella, in
hospitals or public healthcare. For example, in
these places they only use acupuncture and not
any other tools. Even though it is very common,
it is still not regarded as “full medicine”, with all
the tools combined to treat all the diseases, but
rather a palliative one.’
At the CCMITC the emphasis is on asking
patients to take some responsibility for their
own health. Ariel and Tom believe that the
western approach is to see the individual as
broken, or weak, whereas they believe the
person is ‘strong’. They encourage patients to
exercise, and to practise martial arts including
taiji and qigong.
Both Ariel and Tom also teach kungfu and
have their own studio within the clinic where
patients can learn and practise martial arts,
another thing that makes CCMITC unique.
Indeed, the whole set-up of the clinic gives a
strong flavour of what you might expect to find
if you visited an acupuncture clinic in a TCM
hospital in China.
What I learnt from my all too brief visit to
Israel is, as TCM acupuncturists, we all speak
the same language. In Israel, they also encounter
challenges in becoming integrated into
mainstream healthcare, just as we do here in the
UK. Thank you Ariel, Tom, Nitsan and your
lovely families, for an inspirational experience.
The next time we visit, we won’t want to leave!

So, with my children in tow
... we flew to Israel to meet
CCMITC’s founders and
owners, Ariel Jodorkovsky
and Tom Rotenberg
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Conference 2016: love is in the air!
Friday 23 to Sunday 25 September

Kevin
Durjun
Conference Manager

PREVIEW
A glorious number of BAcC members have already booked their place to attend this
year’s conference. It is going to be busy!

For me, this busy-ness is one of the most joyous aspects of the conference, and why I have
loved to be a part of it over the past few years. The feeling of being surrounded by a sea of other
acupuncturists, bobbing along together, feeling spellbound and inspired by a fantastic teacher is
incomparable. The delightful babbling hum that breaks out once the lecture ends is wonderful, as is
the sound of laughter and the delightful squawks when old friends come together again.
I believe that the beating heart of the conference is you, our members, who come together in real
life for a few marvellous days a year, in order to celebrate each other, our profession and our mutual
love for acupuncture. We create many opportunities to encourage celebration at the conference and
plan a number of fun events and ways for our members to connect with each other, from drinks
receptions to book signings, from lunchtime meetings to the Saturday night dinner and boogie.
We look forward to seeing you in September and we hope you will be able to help us celebrate one
another in style!
Kevin Durjun 〉 020 8735 1222 〉 kevin@acupuncture.org.uk

Rachel Peckham
The NADA protocol in
mental health

Rachel’s passion for
the NADA protocol
began in 1994
when she started
work as a volunteer
acupuncturist at the
Core Trust, a London
rehab programme.
She was invited to have the NADA acupuncture
along with the clients in a group acupuncture
session. During and afterwards she experienced
a sense of calm but also a connection with the
group and the whole centre. This continues
to be what she observes 20 years on, through
teaching this protocol and helping organisations
set up NADA services. In this short seminar
there will be a brief introduction to NADA
and some discussion around the moodchanging mental health benefits NADA
brings, concluding with a practical/experiential
demonstration.
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Rachel Peckham has been practising
acupuncture since 1994. Alongside her private
clinic, she has worked as a clinician in various
NHS trials and has given lectures for various
acupuncture colleges including seminars on
auricular acupuncture. Rachel served 15 years
as a trustee and trainer for NADA-UK working
within the NHS and the voluntary sector. She
holds an MSc from Westminster University
which includes a study on the role and the
impact of the NADA protocol at the Core Trust.
During recent years Rachel has been working
with World Medicine and trained hospital
staff in a small village in Gujurat to provide an
auricular treatment to aid pain management for
the local people.
Karl Zippelius
Musculoskeletal
injuries treated with
TCM

Western sports
medicine uses
the simple RICE
protocol (Rest,
Ice, Compression
and Elevation) for
treating trauma
patients. Chinese medicine treatment advocates
immediate movement, acupuncture, massage
therapy, and topical herbal applications instead
of ice therapy. In this session, participants
will gain a deeper understanding of the
pathomechanisms of the three healing stages

of musculoskeletal injuries according to TCM.
Instead of a general treatment protocol, the
Chinese medicine treatment strategy is adapted
to every individual case and the three healing
phases. This session highlights the importance
of very early treatment of blood stasis during
the acute phase of trauma and sports injuries.
Participants will learn powerful techniques to
better assess, diagnose and treat traumatalogical
patients and injured patients with topical herbal
treatments, acupuncture point combinations
and tuina hand techniques to stimulate natural
healing processes.
Dr Karl Zippelius is head of the TCM
ambulatory at the Austrian Institute for Sports
Medicine. He also operates a private practice
in Florence, specialising in TCM traumatology
and orthopaedics. After obtaining his degree in
human medicine from the Ludwig Maximilian
University Munich and the Free University
Berlin, Karl studied traditional Chinese
medicine at the Schule Ost des Arbeitskreises
für TCM in Berlin and at the TCM university
in Chengdu, China. He trained extensively
in Chinese orthopaedics and traumatology at
the Orthopedic Military Hospital of Sichuan
Province, TCM Orthopedic Hospital, and
the Sichuan Tianpeng Academy of TCM Orthopedics and Longevity, where he has been
a fellow research member since 2002. Karl
Zippelius currently teaches at the University of
Florence.
Angela and John
Hicks
Ten simple ways
to improve your
diagnostic skills

There is something
for everyone in
this seminar. John
and Angie have a
combined total of
80 years of clinical
experience! They will draw on their extensive
knowledge and give you tips, reminders and
exercises to deepen your diagnostic skills and
improve your ability to be a good practitioner.
They will give you more on pulse taking, facial
diagnosis, observations, clearing v reinforcing,
listening skills, presence - and much more! You
will acquire skills that you can immediately use
in your practice to deepen your treatment.

Angela and John Hicks are joint principals
and co-founders of the College of Integrated
Chinese Medicine (CICM), Reading, UK. They
have been in practice since the mid 1970s. They
originally trained in five element acupuncture
and subsequently learned TCM and undertook
clinical training in China. The CICM
curriculum is based on the integration of these
two styles of practice. John is also an advanced
practitioner of neuro-linguistic programming
(NLP) and Angela is a focusing teacher. They
also practise qigong and are trained in Chinese
herbal medicine. Angela is author of The
Principles of Chinese Medicine, 88 Chinese
Medicine Secrets and The Acupuncture
Handbook. John is author of The Principles of
Chinese Herbal Medicine. They are co-authors
of Healing your Emotions, and Five Element
Constitutional Acupuncture.
Peter Deadman
Cultivating the body
with exercise to
promote health and
long life

Exercise and physical
activity powerfully
support health and
wellbeing. They can
prevent and heal
disease - both physical
and psychological - increase enjoyment of life
and help us remain independent and fully
functioning as we age. The Chinese internal arts
- qigong, taichi, bagua and xingyi - are perhaps
the most sophisticated body-mind practices
that we can learn. This presentation will look
at the special characteristics of these arts,
including integration of body, breath and mind;
balancing internal and external, hard and soft;
promoting free flow; activating the channels/
fascia; cultivating rootedness, balance and deep
breathing for physical and emotional stability;
and tuning ourselves to the Dao. We will look
at research into the health benefits of exercise
in general and the internal arts in particular,
and participants can put these into practice
by joining Peter for qigong sessions on both
Saturday and Sunday.
Peter Deadman has worked with alternative
and complementary approaches to health since
he opened Britain’s second ever macrobiotic/
natural foods shop (Infinity Foods) in Brighton
in 1971. In 1975 he followed a growing interest
in East Asian medicine by beginning his studies
of acupuncture and herbal medicine in the UK
and China. He founded (and still publishes) the
Journal of Chinese Medicine in 1979, and is coauthor of A Manual of Acupuncture (published
in 1998). Peter has practised qigong for twentyfive years and taught it for the past five years.
He is the author of Live Well Live Long - an
account of the yangsheng (nourishment of life)
tradition, published in May 2016.
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The joy
of acupuncture
Or why I feel so grateful for the privilege of treating people

Teresa
Williamson
Member: London

STARTING OUT
This time five years ago I was a grumpy law lecturer who did not realise why she
was getting so many migraines. Fortunately, I found acupuncture and a professional,
intuitive and joyful acupuncturist who helped me feel much better, physically, mentally
and spiritually.

Then in late August 2011 my family went on
a sailing holiday to Greece. Instead of sailing I
opted to do a programme that included yoga and
meditation, plus a free treatment each week. The
second week I opted to have a reiki treatment,
mainly because I liked and trusted the reiki
practitioner and many people recommended
her. At that stage I felt very well from all the rest
and relaxation, and although I knew nothing
about reiki, I had an open mind. During the
course of that treatment I realised not only that
I could not carry on with my present job and
lifestyle, but also that I wanted to become an
acupuncturist. It seemed as if the reiki treatment
had given me the energy to carry through my
newly discovered intentions.
On my return home I spoke to my
acupuncturist and to the BAcC, and found out
about the British Acupuncture Accreditation
Board (BAAB) fully accredited courses near
where I live. I also asked for some suggested
reading and positively devoured Ted Kaptchuk’s
The Web That Has No Weaver. I was
fascinated about this new way of understanding
the workings of the human body and couldn’t
wait to get started on a course. After looking
at websites and syllabuses and attending open
days I finally decided which course would suit
me best, then I went for an interview and was
offered a place to commence in March 2012.
I can honestly say that I thoroughly enjoyed
every minute of my three-and-a-half years on
the course, except perhaps for the exams and
assignments. Not only am I now equipped for
a whole new career, but I have also developed
as a person and made friends for life. Just
eight months later I’m now a fully-fledged
novice practitioner lucky enough to work in
some great places: the graduate clinic at Neal’s
Yard Remedies Therapy Rooms, two local
pharmacies, and of course, my very own home
treatment room.
Without fail, it always feels like a privilege
to treat people. I feel the joy of acupuncture
whenever I am able to help someone feel
better physically, emotionally and spiritually.
I also relish helping to resolve musculoskeletal

issues and improving the range of movement
in patients’ joints so they can resume activities
that are important to them.
Being an acupuncturist is a wonderful
change from my former soul-destroying life as
a lawyer and law lecturer. I can now be open
about my desire to help people without being
seen as too soft, and I feel that I am now being
true to myself. Aiming to achieve my highest
potential is no longer in conflict with the
values of my profession.
I feel confident about my ability to build
a successful practice with the advice and
support of my supervisor, other members
of my supervision group, former tutors and
the BAcC when needed. Some experienced
members of my supervision group have
so much work that they are finding it
challenging to maintain a sensible work-life
balance, so there must be plenty of scope
for new practitioners. I firmly believe that
if you are passionate and joyful about your
profession and put in the work to market
yourself effectively, the opportunities to build
a successful practice are there.
The dragon you see in the picture is one that
I keep in my study, to help me on my way as
an acupuncturist. I was born in the year of the
dragon and I am aware of the symbolism of
power that dragons have in Chinese mythology.
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Antimicrobial
resistance takes
centre stage
RCHM conference, Chelsea Physic Garden, London: 23 May 2016

Eileen
Gibbon
Member and RCHM Council Member

Banana walnut
& chocolate loaf

As acupuncturists, we
have a role to play in
encouraging wise use of
antibiotics by our patients

Sugar free
Di Shimell
Member: South Yorkshire

REVIEW

ENERGETICS

Antimicrobial resistance is hitting the
headlines as an increasing global threat to
health.

Often the focus is on the need to reduce
antibiotic use, in animals as well as in humans;
you may have noticed the flurry of media
interest in mid May when Prince Charles
addressed an international gathering of
scientists and government officials, saying that
he uses homeopathic treatment for the animals
in his organic farming operation and suggesting
that this approach could mitigate antibiotic
overuse.
In late May, the potential of Chinese herbal
medicine to treat infections which have become
resistant to all, or all but a few, antibiotics, also
hit the headlines following a timely Register of
Chinese Herbal Medicine (RCHM) conference
on the topic, held at the wonderful Chelsea
Physic Garden (established in the 17th century
to enable apprentice apothecaries to study
medicinal plants).
This conference brought herbalists together
with researchers, practitioners of mainstream
medicine, botanists and others to share
understanding of the role of Chinese herbal
medicine in this area and to promote interest
in further joint work. It also promoted
understanding across different herbal traditions,
as speakers included herbalists from both
Chinese and western herbal traditions within
the EHTPA (European Herbal and Traditional
Practitioners Association) which does sterling
work in promoting the efficacy of herbal
medicine.
The event covered a lot of ground, setting
out the UK, and global, political and research
context, moving on to examine the mechanisms
underpinning the effectiveness of herbs with
antibiotic properties as well as antibiotic
pharmaceuticals, then exploring approaches
to research, and culminating with up-to-date
reports from researchers active in relevant herbal
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This very simple loaf is really tasty and
sweet, although because it has no sugar it
does tend to sink a bit. For a bit more lift,
replace the date syrup with 100g sugar.
The coconut, oats and dates tonify blood,
and there’s yang tonic in the dark chocolate,
walnuts and dates, with a balance of yin in the
bananas, alongside the honey, coconut, oats
and walnuts to tonify qi.

research. This conference was a fantastically
rich experience for all who attended, with
the potential legacy of some significant
multidisciplinary projects in this area.
The backdrop is stark. The World Health
Organization (WHO) stated in 2014 that
‘without urgent, coordinated action … the
world is headed for a post-antibiotic era, in
which common infections and minor injuries
which have been treatable for decades can
once again kill.’ In this context, minor surgical
procedures, or a graze could prove deadly.
While writing this piece my attention was
drawn to the growing number of deaths from
sepsis, following reports of this as the cause of
death for Muhammad Ali. The UK Sepsis Trust
says ‘every year in the UK there are 150,000
cases of sepsis, resulting in a staggering 44,000
deaths – more than bowel, breast and prostate
cancer combined’. World Sepsis Day has been
set for 13 September 2016 and the website
promoting this event reports that in the US
there are now more hospitalisations for sepsis
than for myocardial infarction and also that
sepsis is the most expensive condition treated
in US hospitals. Young children, the elderly
and those with compromised immune systems
or chronic disease are most at risk, but even fit
young adults can fall prey to it, and the decline
in effectiveness of antibiotics is clearly a factor.

The conference heard statistics on antibiotic
use across Europe (the UK is ‘mid-range’).
Overuse is one of the key factors in growing
resistance, along with poor infection control and
poor antibiotics. Countries where antibiotics are
available over the counter tend to have higher
use. Interestingly, the Baltic states have lower
antibiotic use and a herbalist who grew up in that
area commented that this was likely to be the
result of the strong tradition of self-medicating
with herbs in that part of the world.
Dame Sally Davies, the chief medical
officer, has warned that resistance of bacterial
infections to antibiotic treatment is ‘a ticking
time bomb’ that should be ranked along with
terrorism on a list of threats to the nation. She
has also pointed out that there’s little incentive
for pharmaceutical companies to develop
new antibiotics: ‘we haven’t had a new class
of antibiotics since the late 80s and there are
very few antibiotics in the pipeline of the big
pharmaceutical companies … antibiotics will
only be used for a week or two when they’re
needed, and then they have a limited lifespan
because of resistance developing anyway.’ This
potentially opens a door to increased herbal use
to treat microbial infections.
MRSA is not the only problem; E coli and
streptococcus pneumoniae are increasingly
developing resistance to antibiotics. As

acupuncturists, we have a role to play in
encouraging wise use of antibiotics by our
patients, particularly in encouraging patients
to finish a course once they have started to
take antibiotics. We can clarify for patients
what ‘antibiotic resistance’ means.
Research published by the Wellcome
Trust in July 2015 found that most people,
if they had heard of antibiotic resistance at
all, thought that it was their body which
becomes resistant to antibiotics. It’s easier
to understand that it is bacteria that acquire
resistance, if we talk about ‘drug-resistant
infections’ or ‘antibiotic-resistant germs’.
People also found statistics difficult to relate
to - for example antibiotic resistant deaths are
currently estimated at 25,000 per annum in
Europe; and by 2050 estimated to overtake
cancer deaths - but they did relate strongly
to the idea that strep throat or a urinary tract
infection (UTI) could prove untreatable, or
an infection following a caesarean prove fatal.
Current herbal research is focusing on UTIs
and respiratory tract infections. Herbalists
know from their experience in practice that
some individual herbs and herbal formulae can
prove very effective in treating infections but
research ‘evidence’ will be needed to produce a
shift towards this as a mainstream approach to
treatment. Some research is seeking to evaluate

the impact of single herbs or simple, ‘modern’
formulae. Some is also seeking to compare that
approach with individualised prescribing by
herbal practitioners.
There will undoubtedly be debate about
the eventual impact. It remains to be seen
whether this will ultimately lead to more
people seeking herbal treatment from a
herbalist, or to GPs prescribing herbal pills.
But one thing is for sure: protection is needed
for the public at large, including all of us,
from the catastrophic threat that microbial
resistance to antibiotics represents, and herbal
medicine has a role to play in this.
Eileen Gibbon is herb course director, tutor
and clinic supervisor at the Northern College
of Acupuncture in York.

Ingredients
75ml melted coconut oil
200g walnuts or pecans
200g rolled oats
4 ripe bananas
100ml maple syrup or honey
100ml date syrup
100ml milk
1.5 tsp baking powder
75g dark chocolate, broken into small pieces
170C/150C fan/gas mark 3
Method
Grease a non-stick tin.
Roast the walnuts for ten minutes while the
oven warms and then chop them roughly.
Blitz the oats in a food processor until fine as flour.
Put the oats in a bowl and mix in the baking
powder.
Blitz the bananas, honey, date syrup, milk and
melted coconut oil together in a food processor.
Add to the oat flour, mix well and stir the
walnuts into the batter.
Poor half the batter into the baking tin, cover
with the broken chocolate, then poor the rest of
the mixture over the top.
Bake for approximately one hour and ten
minutes, and when a skewer comes out clean,
leave to cool on a wire rack.
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Sylvia
Gulbenkian
Member: West Sussex

REVIEW
The Fertile Fizz is a ‘self-help’ book, quite
unlike any other I’ve read before (or, as
Jani White herself describes it, a ‘very
sexy biology lesson’ for trying-to-conceive
(TTC) couples). It is primarily aimed at
couples with fertility issues, rather than
acupuncture practitioners.

The book starts with a basic explanation of its
primary message, namely that stimulating oxytocin
in both men and women increases fertility. This
message is reiterated and backed up throughout
the book as White covers all the main subjects
you would expect to find in a fertility book - the
menstrual phases, charting, IVF, miscarriage,
male infertility, diet, exercise, ovarian reserve,
hormone imbalances, etc - but describes them
in a colloquial way, with fun and humour.
White encourages couples to get more love
and passion back into conception - ‘the fizz’ rather than just the repeated ‘baby-sex’ that can
become the norm. She gives advice in the form
of ‘Hot Tips’, which range from ‘Make love on
an empty stomach’ to ‘Periods are for hand
jobs and blow jobs’. She also explains the effect
that stress has on the fertility of both men and
women and all advice is given in such a way as
to try to minimise the stress involved and,
where possible, to find the fun, love and
compassion in the process.
Each section of the book is interspersed with
beautifully drawn erotic pictures, as well as erotic
poetry, to help the readers keep feeling the ‘fizz’
and lightening the mood, even after covering some
of the heavier topics, both factually and
emotionally. I have to admit the poetry did not
enhance the experience for me, but it may be the
highlight of the book for someone else.
White clearly has a huge wealth of experience,
knowledge and understanding in this field. Her
writing style is conversational and easy to read,
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using familiar terms that the person on the
street would easily understand, but she still
covers a lot of information with good detail,
explaining the physiology and pathology
associated with fertility, as well as the
reasoning behind any advice she gives. For the
more visual reader, although there is the
amazing collection of artwork throughout the
book, I think it could benefit from a few
factual diagrams to clarify some of the more
potentially confusing aspects, such as the
menstrual cycle; someone new to the subject
may get bogged down by verbal descriptions
alone.
As well as sharing her detailed knowledge
of the subject, White also shows huge
empathy with the TTC couples going
through the process. She discusses the
myriad of thoughts and emotions that
couples face, and gives some relevant (and
sometimes unusual) advice on how to face
them, along with reassurance that these
thoughts and feelings are common and it’s
ok to feel them.
Although the book is written by an
acupuncturist there is minimal discussion
of Chinese medicine (CM), however, advice
given is consistent with the CM view. (As I
was initially flicking through the book, I
saw there was a section entitled ‘Wood’ and
thought there was going to be some
discussion of the five elements in the book
- it was only when I read the book in more
detail that I realised that ‘Wood’ was in the
section covering issues for men ...)
So, would I recommend this book? Yes.
I think this book would suit many of the
female fertility patients that I see; I imagine
some would read it cover to cover and
benefit hugely from the advice given. Other
patients, I suspect including more of the
men, would prefer to dip into it and read
relevant sections. This may be slightly
frustrating as, although the numerous
subheadings are listed in the table of
contents, the book isn’t very well structured
into sections; the chapters do not have
main headings, to allow the reader to focus
on subjects relevant to them. That said, it
wouldn’t stop me recommending the book.
Being a hardback, the size and price
(£25.99) may put some patients off actually
buying the book; a paperback version may be
more popular.
How about for acupuncturists? In terms
of factual information, I didn’t feel I
learned much new, but having read it, I
think the emphasis and quality of the
advice I give my patients will change
significantly. I would strongly recommend
it to practitioners just starting to get into
fertility treatment, as it gives a real insight
into the emotions and sensations that
patients feel, as well as showing the high
level of knowledge that many TTC patients
will come with. It is also a great book to
have on the shelf to lend out to patients,
especially as some of the topics covered may
be embarrassing to talk about face to face (I
rarely, if ever, talk with patients about their
fantasies or sex toys ...).
Finally, even for those of us who have had
our kids and are now more concerned with
juggling work, family and everyday life:
couldn’t we all do with a reminder to
reintroduce just a little more ‘fizz’?
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Carry on
Kongress
Chinese
brush
strokes
Written Chinese characters are
essentially pictures. For example the
character for yin depicts the shady side
of a hill, and that for yang the sunny side
of the same hill.

I swim suffused in purest sun
Bathe my soul on my emperor hill
A picnic spread upon the rug
Birdsong rolling through my heart
I am brushstroke on paper
I am Yang
I am light I am heaven
I am rising I am restless
I am growth I am summer
I am male I am you
I close my eyes and my thoughts fall away
Into shadow on this emperor hill
Gripped by river sleep and
Drawn into the tent of night
I am brushstroke on paper
I am Yin
I am darkness I am earth
I am falling I am still
I am moon I am winter
I am female I am you
We are couple we are dancing
Hand in hand eye to eye
Co-dependant intertwined
I am you and you are me
We are Yin and we are Yang
Martin Dean
Member: Nottinghamshire

Danny
Maxwell
Member: Somerset and London

REVIEW
There’s nothing like a carry-on suitcase
that splits its zip and a car that won’t start
to add a little frisson to trying to catch
a plane. But caught it I did, and after a
smooth rest of the day’s travel courtesy of
Deutsche Bahn, I arrived in Rothenburg ob
der Tauber ready for some serious Euroacu-business.

After dumping my bag at my hotel, I hotfooted
it out to the ‘International Meeting’ at the other
end of town, where the great and the good of
the European acupuncture/Chinese medicine
profession were schmoozing for all they were
worth. It is a truism that most of the important
work goes on outside of the official meetings,
and the Rothenburg TCM Kongress is no
exception.
The opening morning of the Kongress proper
(after a few preliminary days of meetings
and lectures) inevitably involved pomp and
ceremony – a brass band, the local mayor – you
get the picture. It was a long three-and-half
hours with many speakers doing ten-minute
talks and ‘taster’ slots. Despite more moments
of ‘death by PowerPoint’ than I would have
liked, there were also some real highlights that
pricked up my ears: Peter Wayne of Harvard
medical school presented his team’s fascinating
research on taichi and qigong for dementia
and falls, and Alan Bensoussan calmly and
clearly orientated the audience to his research
on Chinese herbal medicine, using modern
scientific methods like network pharmacology
to chart the hugely complex physiological
activity of herbs in the body. The clarity and
calibre of such speakers – who engage with
Chinese medicine on its own terms whilst
applying scientific rigour to investigate it – is
both encouraging and inspiring.
Another speaker who cut through the
‘Powerpunkt Teknofunk’ was Andrea Helwig,
one of the organisers of the Kongress, who
made a passionate speech on our current
crisis of healthcare, which for her stems from
the corrupting influences of capitalism and
neoliberalism. She offered Chinese medicine
– in which people are routinely put above
profit rather than the other way round – as a
counterweight to such mercenary healthcare.
Whether you agree with her politics or not, it
was an impressive and rousing call for change.
Finally, the ever-vivacious Lillian Bridges
gave a typically lively romp through some facial
diagnosis basics, including the strength of the

eyebrows as a reflection of the strength of the
liver (be careful with drugs or herbal medicine if
patient has weak eyebrows), the lower eyelid as a
reflection of adrenal problems (red and droopy
spells trouble), and the bridge of the nose as a
reflection of pancreas function (horizontal lines
and yellowness indicate dysfunction).
As a past chair of the Editorial Committee
and current editor of the Journal of Chinese
Medicine, I was invited to one of the
lunchtime networking meetings for ‘TCM
journalists’. Although a little hamstrung by a
fairly cumbersome format, it was nevertheless
useful to bring together those people who are
communicating acupuncture through the
various media, including academic journals,
member magazines and websites. Hearing
about the situation of some our European
peers brought home to me how lucky we
are in the UK to have come such a long way
in terms of the professionalisation of our
medicine; at Rothenberg I met several ‘one
man/woman bands’ from European countries
where acupuncture and Chinese medicine are
less established, and who are valiantly driving
forward their organisations on their own time
with very little (or no) financial support.
Initially when I heard about the afternoon
seminar, ‘TCM Goes Political’, I shuddered,
my mind beset with images of the worst kind
of European bureaucracy. However, after
conversations with a number of people the
night before, I thought that it was probably
important that I went to it. It was opened in
typical entertaining fashion by our very own
Charlie Buck, who talked on the ‘dark arts’
of influencing perception in the context of
acupuncture in healthcare; a masterclass on
cognition, belief and bias, and how we might
use these to facilitate belief-change in the
public, press and policymakers. From there the
afternoon took a brief dive into the world of
EU bureaucracy – a deluge of acronyms and
regulations that together with my carb-heavy
lunch got me fantasising about caffeine – before
resurfacing with some much more engaging

presentations, including a rallying call to action
from Matt Bauer of the Acupuncture Now
Foundation.
As this year’s ‘Partner Members’ of
the Kongress, the BAcC and the ATCM
(Association of Traditional Chinese Medicine
and Acupuncture UK) hosted a lunchtime
event. Unfortunately the audience was rather
threadbare, due perhaps to insufficient publicity
and the temporary organisational vacuum
caused by the loss of our CEO Nick Pahl
(plus it was a scorchingly lovely day outside).
In any case, Harriet Lansdown and Jasmine
Uddin from the BAcC and Kaicun Zhao from
the ATCM did a robust job of presenting
the current situation in the UK to those who
abjured the sun and gentle breeze outside.
Between the politics and networking events
and prodigious drinking (boy, those Europeans
can party) I even managed a couple of excellent
seminars – Suzanne Robidoux on moxibustion
and Matt Callison on back pain and sciatica.
However, I am aware that I barely scratched
the surface. Rothenburg has depth and breadth
in terms of learning. That said, I was surprised
just how many people I met for whom the
lectures were an afterthought compared to the
real business of driving our profession forward
through networking. I came away impressed,
at the quality of the teaching, but even more by
the commitment of the people who are fighting
the good fight to bring our medicine to its
full potential across the healthcare systems of
Europe.
Dates for next year’s Rothenburg TCM
Kongress are 23-27 May 2017 〉
tcm-kongress.de/en/index.htm
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Help us fan
the Moxafrica flame

TRIBUTE

Penny Towler

Member: London

Members: West Midlands & Wigtownshire

ACT London is essentially an educational group for practitioners
who treat a considerable number of gynaecology, obstetrics and
fertility issues.

Any final account of the 20th century
will unquestionably include a chapter on
tuberculosis (TB), given that it alone killed
more than all of the terrible wars and
natural disasters of the century combined.
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All about
ACT London
Eve
Rogans

Merlin Young
& Jenny Craig
Direct moxa has a lengthy history of treating
consumptive disease, and it was Japanese reports
from the early 20th century that provided
us with the evidence base for Moxafrica’s
systematic investigations. Now, after finally
completing a 180-patient RCT in Uganda
testing a minimal moxa protocol alongside
standard first line TB drugs, we can’t help but
feel a bit excited.
Our worry, though, is that a similar chapter on
Data are still being analysed but the key
TB might be needed for this current century,
findings so far are these: patients on moxa
despite the disease being curable for over 60
‘converted’ faster to showing no bacteria in their
years, with drugs developed in the 1950s
sputum; their haemoglobin levels rose faster
making TB pharmaceutically curable.
and higher; and perhaps
We were both born in those
most significant of all their
same 1950s, and now realise
CD4 counts rose faster
how lucky we’ve been to be
and higher too. CD4 is the
part of the first European
key immune marker for
generation in history
progression of HIV, and
that’s escaped the fear of a
three in four of those who
lingering consumptive death
die HIV positive in Africa
from TB. But to make TB
actually die of TB, so this is
‘community-curable’ with
a huge finding. TB and HIV
drugs, you really need to have
We need contacts ... If you
form a deadly partnership.
a functional health service
know anyone in the field
We now believe that
along with decent standards
of research into infectious
moxa may not just be HIV
of nutrition (and living) that
disease, please contact us
‘patient-friendly’ (which
together starve the tubercle
no TB drug is) but it might
bacillus of its capacity to
even help both TB and
infect. Tragically somehow
HIV drugs work better.
these essential public health
It’s also cheap, low-tech,
prerequisites got ignored in
safe and easy to use, while
the majority world where
posing no risks of stoking
the disease has carried on
drug-resistance (which any
killing as usual with nearly ten
pharmaceutical inevitably
million new cases emerging
does). So far though, we’ve
each year.
only been ethically able
Now drug-resistance has
to test moxa with drugbecome a major threat to
susceptible patients; now
global TB control. Most
we urgently need to do the
of all this threatens the
same with drug-resistant
world’s poor, which is why
ones – especially those coit’s received so little resource
infected with HIV.
and R&D. Diagnostic techniques are out of
There are many obstacles ahead. Principally
date, vaccines don’t work and drugs are terribly
the scale of the problem is so overwhelming;
toxic. It’s worth putting recent death tolls into
for example, just in Cape Town (where we ran
perspective as well: the total West African death
a project until recently) the annual number
toll from Ebola was 11,310. The annual rolling
of reported TB cases each year is more than
death toll from TB in neighbouring Nigeria
three times the number for the entire USA
alone is a quarter of a million.
and MDR-TB (multidrug-resistant TB) there
But anyway, what’s a TB polemic doing in
is out of control. Most TB festers in the vast
Acu. with its theme of fire and passion? Maybe
townships where extreme poverty, malnutrition
it’s because fire and passion has been the fuel
that’s kept the tiny Moxafrica charity - which we and desperate living conditions prevail. People
spend much of their time in cramped, poorly
specifically formed to investigate if small-cone
ventilated shacks or commuting in overcrowded
direct moxa might help fight drug-resistant TB
minibuses – both closed environments known
– on the road.
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to increase risks of infection. Social problems
such as unemployment, alcoholism, drug abuse
and violent crime are rife (really complicating
TB programmes), and being a health worker is
a difficult and really dangerous job. Motivating
both patients and health workers is challenging
and the huge stigma attached to having TB
makes people afraid to seek medical help
anyway. Add to this the reluctance of hardpressed medical centres to engage with an
unknown charity doing something they’ve never
heard of …
We’ve had first-hand experience of all these
problems. But we know that moxa can help.
What we desperately need now is to work
with NGOs who already have an established
infrastructure
working in
community public
health with MDRTB. We also need to
find medical expertise
willing to take on
further research with
MDR patients.
We need contacts,
which is why we’ve
submitted this piece
to the Acu. If you know anyone in the field of
research into infectious disease, please contact
us. The next phase is going to be both more
complex and more challenging and we may only
get one chance at it, so we’ve got to see it done
right.
Does this fire up your own passion for our
medicine? We hope so! To find out more please
go to: www.moxafrica.org
Merlin Young > 0121 421 3480 >
info@moxafrica.org

Penny Towler was much loved by all who met her, and at the age of
just 52 she has died of cancer.
After many years working as a palliative care nurse, Penny signed
up to study TCM acupuncture at Salford University and graduated
in 2007. Following her degree she spent time studying at Beijing
Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine and went on to complete
her MRes at Lancaster University in 2013. Penny also took part
in research conducted by Professor Alex Molassiotis, looking at
acupuncture for treatment of chronic fatigue in breast cancer patients;
she was one of the practitioners treating study participants with TCM
acupuncture.
Penny always championed the use of traditional acupuncture
in cancer and palliative care; she just got on with it and quietly
introduced it, often having to battle resistance from above. But
somehow, wherever she went to work she was able to talk the
management into allowing her to help patients in this way. Indeed,
she was mid-struggle with this in her last job, and given more time she
surely would have talked them round.
Alongside her work in palliative care nursing, Penny ran a private
acupuncture clinic in Lancaster. Her fabulous clinic was in a beautiful
old warehouse conversion and her door was always open to the NW
England regional group. She hosted lots of events, including for
Moxafrica, first aid training, and an enlightening talk on her own area
of expertise, palliative care and the use of acupuncture.
Penny was always supportive, kind and fun. She was a really gentle
soul. But what always struck me as one of Penny’s most incredible
talents was the amazing way she had of lightening a situation without
making light of it. Perhaps it was her years spent working in palliative
care that meant she developed this gift, or perhaps it was something
deeper than that – the fabric of who she was.
Penny loved nature and being out walking in the hills, a perfect
pastime for the deeply spiritual person she was. Almost exactly two
years ago Penny and her husband Dave moved from Lancaster to the
Lake District, at last fulfilling their dream of living in that beautiful
part of the world.
Penny is mourned by Dave and their daughters, Ellie and Martha,
along with, I am sure, everyone in the acupuncture world who knew
her. A very bright light has gone out in our world. She will be missed.
Penny was really very special indeed.

The very first ACT
(Acupuncture for
Childbirth Team)
group was set up in
Oxford ten years ago
to help promote the
practice of
acupuncture for fertility, obstetrics and labour. Since then, several more
ACT groups have sprung up throughout the country, including Herts,
Brighton, Yorkshire, North West, Berkshire, and Dublin, to name but a
few. Our network hopes to become a growing voice for and heighten the
profile of acupuncture in obstetrics, gynaecology and fertility.
Members of the ACT London group also wanted to come together
to learn more about these and related subjects, so we focus on sharing
knowledge, experience and discussion. Our CPD meetings alternate
between Wednesday and Thursday evenings every two months and we
generally have a specialist speaker. We also allocate discussion time at
meetings for members’ questions and clinical cases.
Past presentations by specialists have included a variety of themes
including pelvic girdle pain in pregnancy, hypnobirthing, mindfulness,
EFT (emotional freedom techniques), the role of the placenta, yoga, and
shiatsu, all in relation to pregnancy and birth. One of our members, a
senior registrar in obstetrics and gynaecology, gave us a presentation about
miscarriage, and another, a registered midwife, gave a talk on red flags in
obstetric acupuncture.
Our ACT London meetings, together with our Facebook page, provide
us with support, and the regular contact gives us the space to get to know
each other and facilitates the referral of patients when needed. We also
have a website which includes a profile of each member: www.actlondon.net
There is a small annual charge for membership of £50, just to cover
costs of speakers, meeting venue and upkeep of the website. Criteria
for membership are: completion of a minimum 14 hours postgraduate
education in obstetrics and gynaecology, plus a commitment to attend at
least 3 CPD meetings a year. We have a rotating committee coordinating
membership enquiries, speakers, the website and so on, and we take turns
on other tasks such as minute taking.
Meetings are held in north London, near Kentish Town tube, and new
members are always welcome, so if you are interested, please contact
Fatima Bailey, our present membership secretary.
Fatima Bailey 〉 findfatima@hotmail.com

Deb Connor
Member: Merseyside
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Regional round-up

During our last London
East Regional Group
meeting in late April we
shared several pieces of
good news from the BAcC,
including AXA allowing
policy-holders to claim for
acupuncture treatments
from BAcC members. We
also discussed the impact of the changing NICE
guidelines regarding acupuncture for lower back
pain. On a more practical level, we talked about
several acupuncture techniques, such as deep
needling Du 16 feng fu (for severe cases), how to
accurately locate Du 3 yao yang guan, and the
differences between extraordinary points of Dr
Dong and Master Tang. In addition, we covered
some safe practice issues, as well as CPD, and some
members showed great interest in joining a study
trip to China, sometime this October. We agreed
to hold our next meeting in early August, so please
get in touch for details if you are interested in
joining us.
Tianjun Wang 〉 07515 695369 〉
tianjunw@hotmail.com

Our Midlands West
Regional Group has a series
of meetings and CPD
sessions planned for 2016
and the most recent was a
half-day workshop
investigating
pharmaceuticals used in the
context of assisted
reproduction. Acupuncture is a therapy that many
people investigate for health issues related to
fertility and conception, so we thought a
workshop presented by a specialist providing
information about substances used in this area of
medicine could add important layers of
understanding and have the potential to enhance
our clinical work. A group of practitioners, with a
range of experience, gathered for a Sunday
morning session in April with Megan Smith, a
clinical pharmacist who has a wealth of experience
from working in the NHS and as a META-Health
practitioner. Megan is an engaging presenter who
skilfully adapts her specialist knowledge for her
target audience of complementary health
professionals, and her workshop for us focused on
the drugs used during the assisted reproduction
process. As acupuncturists who treat patients
facing fertility issues, our clinical confidence can’t
help but be enhanced if we possess more
knowledge about the procedures and substances
used during an assisted reproduction programme;
this deepened understanding then has the
potential to inform our selection of point
combinations. Greater understanding and
confidence as a practitioner can also help
strengthen the all-important therapeutic
connection with patients, which is crucial during
such a significant time in their journey towards
conception. For more about Megan Smith,
go to tawnyowlhealth.com or email
megan@tawnyowlhealth.com
Jacki Winkett 〉
0121 550 8575/07752 563042 〉
jackiwinkett@btinternet.com
Steve Lowe 〉 07745 893555 〉
info@willowacupuncture.co.uk
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Marketing tips
TOP THREE PR MYTHS
Myth one: PR is exactly the same as advertising
Although related, to say that advertising and PR are
identical is not true. They certainly work together
and support each other, but they are not the same.
Advertising is a one-way communication that
pushes information at audiences via a paid-for
announcement promoted through different types of
media: online, print, TV, out-of-home, radio, etc. PR
on the other hand is all about securing free media
exposure by targeting journalists with interesting and
newsworthy stories and encouraging them to write
about your product or service. This kind of third party
endorsement often adds more credibility than overt
selling through advertisements.
Myth two: contacting your local media will give you
instant results
Securing a fantastic piece of PR isn’t just about
sending off a press release and opening your local
paper the following week to find a glowing mention of
your clinic. If only! Journalists are looking for news,
so make sure you target them with information that is
timely, relevant and newsworthy. Don’t give up if you
don’t hear anything immediately. It’s not unheard of
for busy editors or reporters to overlook what they’ve
been sent, so a follow-up call or email is always worth
a try. And if at first you don’t succeed … just keep
trying.
Myth three: all you journalists are the same
It’s so important to know what contacts write for what
titles and the types of stories they like to feature. If
you don’t already buy your local paper or listen to your
local radio station, then make sure you start! Getting
familiar with the media you’re targeting and having
an eye for what kind of stories they like will be very
appreciated by the journalist you’re trying to contact.

EARNED MEDIA
Did you know that PR can also be referred to as
‘earned media’? And exactly what does that mean?
Unlike with advertising where you attract business by
‘buying’ space in the newspaper, on the radio or on
television, with PR you ‘earn’ stories and coverage
with the aim of getting other people talking about your
company, product or service.
Caroline Lane 〉 020 8735 1217 〉
caroline@acupuncture.org.uk
Samantha Webb at Pegasus 〉
swebb@thisispegasus.co.uk

What's on
See also member website 〉 Community 〉 Regional groups 〉 What's on near you

BACC
23-25 September 〉 BAcC conference 〉 Wokefield
Park, near Reading
Tuesday 18 October 〉 Governing Board meetings - up
to two observers welcome
Friday 28 October, 11am-4pm, free of
charge 〉 Induction for New Members 〉 Lumen United
Reformed Church & Community Centre, 88 Tavistock
Place, London WC1H 9RS
Friday 11 November, 11am-4pm, no
charge 〉 Induction for New Members 〉 Penn Room,
Quaker Meeting House, Friargate, York YO1 9RL
If you have recently qualified or joined the BAcC, you
are invited to attend either of the above meetings
being held by the BAcC for new members
Students interested in meeting and networking with
new practitioners are also welcome
Please email Lakhbir to book a place
Lakhbir Bhandal 〉 lakhbir@acupuncture.org.uk

HEALTH AWARENESS DATES
Thursday 28 July 〉 World Hepatitis Day
September 〉 Childhood Cancer Awareness Month
September 〉 Vascular Disease Awareness Month
4-10 September 〉 Migraine Awareness Week
Wednesday 28 September 〉 World Heart Day
Use these dates to get press coverage for your clinic:
just download templates from the member website,
add your clinic details and send to your local media.

REGIONAL GROUPS
DERBYSHIRE
Wednesday 7 September, 12.30-2.30pm 〉 Kate
Henry - Developing Your Practice 〉 The Bridge Centre
for Natural Health, 185 Ladybank Road, Mickleover,
Derby DE3 0QL
Wednesdays 5 October, 2 November and 7
December 〉 details tba
STUDENTS WELCOME
Katy Henry 〉 01332 521270 〉
katy@bridgenaturalhealth.co.uk
LONDON SOUTH WEST
Wednesday 27 July, 7-9pm 〉 Sarah Joseph Aggressive Energy Drain: a clinical protocol
for clearing pathological heat, of any
aetiology 〉 Bonnington Centre, 11 Vauxhall Grove,
London SW8 1TD
Please use the buzzer, to the left of the cafe
Monday 19 September, 7-9pm 〉 Speaker: Victoria
Conran 〉 The Use of Herbs in Conjunction with
Acupuncture: how they support each other 〉 venue
as above
Monday 21 November, 7-9pm 〉 Sheira Chan
- Paediatric Acupuncture: treating childhood
conditions 〉 venue as above
Monday 19 December, 7-9pm 〉 December
social 〉 venue as above
Sarah Joseph 〉 07553 636841 〉
acuswlondon@gmail.com

LONDON WEST & KINGSTON
Sunday 2 October, start 5.30pm 〉 Mulberry Centre, West
Middlesex University Hospital, Isleworth, Middlesex
Any queries to Birinder
Birinder Tember 〉 07903 197773 〉
birinder@tember.co.uk
MIDLANDS WEST
Sunday 14 August, 9.30am-4.30pm, £10 〉 Alex
Brazkiewicz - Channel Palpation and Applied
Channel Theory: channel palpation to increase
accurate diagnosis and treatment for all
conditions 〉 Birmingham Counselling and
Psychotherapy Centre, 127 Pottery Road, Oldbury,
Bearwood, West Midlands B68 9HE
Email Jacki to book and for cheque/bank transfer
detail – numbers limited/booking essential
Tuesday 6 September, 9am-5pm, £30 〉 Alex
Brazkiewicz of Holos Healthcare - one-day first
aid course, as recommended by the BAcC to
be completed every three years 〉 Harborne
Complementary Health Clinic, 321 Harborne Lane,
Harborne, Birmingham B17 ONT
Booking via Jacki essential, numbers limited
Strictly cheque in advance payable to the BAcC
Monday 14 November, 7-9pm 〉 Deb Connor,
professional development lead - CPD updates plus
advice and guidance on completion of 2017 returns +
Holly Timmermans – An Introduction to Mentoring and
Supervision 〉 The Drop Forge, 6-10 Hockley Street,
Jewellery Quarter, Birmingham B18 6BL
Contact Steve or Jacki to confirm attendance
Jacki Winkett 〉 07752 563042 〉
jackiwinkett@btinternet.com
Steve Lowe 〉 07745 893555 〉
info@willowacupuncture.co.uk
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Saturday 9 July, 10am-4pm, £35 〉 Helen Walker Using Acupuncture to Treat Common Musculoskeletal
Problems 〉 The Beech Room, Nottingham CVS, 7
Mansfield Road, Nottingham NG1 3FB
Helen trained as a physiotherapist originally and then
in TCM at the Northern College of Acupuncture
Contact Nigel to book
STUDENTS WELCOME
Nigel Shipston 〉 07963 428105 〉
nigel@mapperleyacupuncture.com
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PCC
orders
The Professional Conduct Committee
made the following orders and findings
on 30 June 2015 in respect of a case
it considered referred to it by the
Investigating Committee relating to a
member Ian Griffiths. The Professional
Conduct Committee made a Conditions
of Practice Order, an Admonishment
Order, a Fine Order of £1,500 and
ordered him to pay £1,000 in costs. It
found him to be in breach of the following
Sections and Paragraphs of the Code of
Professional Conduct and Safe Practice:
1) Paragraph 7 of the Code of Professional
Conduct; 2) Paragraph 12 of the Code of
Professional Conduct; 3) Paragraph 18
of the Code of Professional Conduct; 4)
Paragraph 7 of the Code of Professional
Conduct; 5) Section 2 of the Code of Safe
Practice; 6) Paragraph 20 of the Code of
Professional Conduct; 7) Section 6 of the
Code of Safe Practice and Section 15 of
the Code of Safe Practice; 8) Section 6 of
the Code of Safe Practice, Section 15 of
the Code of Safe Practice and Paragraph
1 of the Code of Professional Conduct; 9)
Section 10 of the Code of Safe Practice;
10) Section 6 of the Code of Safe Practice
and Section 15 of the Code of Safe
Practice; 11) Section 6 of the Code of Safe
Practice, Section 7 of the Code of Safe
Practice and Paragraph 1 of the Code of
Professional Conduct.
Name of practitioner: Sarah Ray
Membership number: 958585
Date of order: 22 March 2016
Sanctions: Conditions of Practice Order,
Fine (£500) and Costs Order (£300)
Paragraphs breached: Code of Professional
Conduct, paragraph 1; Code of Safe
Practice, sections 7 and 13

23/06/2016 13:11
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Contacts
The regional groups help
circulate information and
provide a local forum for
members. Any member
is welcome to attend any
meeting. Contact your local
regional group co-ordinator
to find out more.

REGIONAL GROUPS
ASHDOWN FOREST & WEST SUSSEX
Rob Hughes
01342 810090
rob@shunyata.co.uk
Ninette Sapir
01342 826374
nsapir@yahoo.co.uk
BEDFORDSHIRE
Helen Smallwood
07740 367486
helen_p_a_smallwood@yahoo.co.uk
BRISTOL & NORTH SOMERSET
Kim Kakebe
07840 265903
kkakebe@yahoo.com
CHANNEL ISLANDS
Sue Curtis
01534 630221
acupuncture@jerseymail.co.uk
CHESHIRE & NORTH WALES
Lucy Griffiths
07712 462743
lighteningluce@gmail.com
CHICHESTER & WORTHING
Frazer Leckey
07412 582562
info@moxa-acupuncture.com
CUMBRIA & NORTH LANCS
Hugo Brasher
07549 935666
hugo@grasshopperclinic.co.uk
DERBYSHIRE
Katy Henry
01332 521270
katy@bridgenaturalhealth.co.uk
EAST SUSSEX
Terry Simou
07802 423127
terry@tsclinic.co.uk
ESSEX
Steve Coster
07909 521847
stevecoster@live.co.uk
EXETER & SOUTH WEST
Robin Costello
01392 424276
Helen Stafford
01392 682525
hstafford@blueyonder.co.uk
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GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Carolyn Jones
07792 531248
carolyn@cirenjones.co.uk
GUILDFORD & SURREY
Jamie Hamilton
07979 311752
jamie@yeshealth.net
HAMPSHIRE
Karen Sennitt
01794 368876/07989 582822
karensennitt@hotmail.co.uk
HEREFORDSHIRE &
WORCESTERSHIRE
Debbie Smith
01544 327447
debbs58@tiscali.co.uk
HERTFORDSHIRE
Adam Leighton
01707 551802/07971 191964
acupuncture@healthinbalance.co.uk

MIDLANDS WEST
Jacki Winkett
0121 550 8575/07752 563042
jackiwinkett@btinternet.com
Steve Lowe
07745 893555
info@willowacupuncture.co.uk
NORTH EAST ENGLAND
Anne Palmer
0191 281 8201
anne.palmer11@gmail.com
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Philip Rose-Neil
07913 641515
phil.roseneil@gmail.com
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nigel Shipston
0115 956 5287/07963 428105
nigel@mapperleyacupuncture.com
OXFORDSHIRE
Melanie Jackson
07806 602464
melski72@hotmail.com

IRELAND NORTHERN
Susan Evans
028 7034 2310/07966 885894
sueacupuncture@gmail.com
Paul Wright
07917 188938
paul@wrightacupuncture.co.uk

SCOTLAND
ABERDEEN & NORTH
Kathleen Powderly
01224 326264
kathleenpowderly@btinternet.com

KENT EAST
Carolyn Crafer
07866 756471
carolyn.crafer@hotmail.co.uk

EDINBURGH
Jonathan Clogstoun-Willmott
07950 012501
jncw@enhc.co.uk

LEICESTERSHIRE & RUTLAND
Duncan Ford
07714 575720
dfordacupuncture@gmail.com

SHROPSHIRE
Liz Castle
01948 880170
liz@lizcastle.com

LINCOLNSHIRE
Sandra Bird
07903 645102
sandra@anshenacupunture.co.uk

SOMERSET
Amanda Rothwell
07779 101095/01458 830865
amanda@chaliceleazeclinic.co.uk
Kerry Wratten
07712 481231/01460 250817
kerrywratten@yahoo.co.uk

LONDON EAST
Tianjun Wang
07515 695369
tianjunw@hotmail.com
LONDON NORTH
Timothy Gough
07812 214474
tim@tgacupuncture.com
LONDON NORTH WEST
Ronit Broder
07956 402568
nwlondon.bacc@gmail.com
LONDON SOUTH
Cinzia Scorzon
07788 427044
cinziascorzon@gmail.com
LONDON SOUTH WEST
Sarah Joseph
07553 636841
acuswlondon@gmail.com
LONDON WEST & KINGSTON
Birinder Tember
07903 197773
birinder@tember.co.uk

SUFFOLK
Isabelle Wen
01473 422155
isabellewen@hotmail.com
SWINDON
Stephen Brooke
07800 648397
stephen.brooke@virgin.net

Listings
YORKSHIRE SOUTH
Kat Love
01433 659050/07904 953304
kat@katlovesacupuncture.co.uk
YORKSHIRE WEST
Balquees Ali
01484 541095/07958 202313
alibalquees@gmail.com

RGCs WANTED
We have a great team of RGCs
in place already but we need
to fill gaps in the following
areas: Berkshire, Brighton
& Hove, Buckinghamshire,
Cambridgeshire, Devon West
& Cornwall, North & Central
Norfolk, North West England,
Staffordshire, Wiltshire,
Worcestershire, and Strathclyde
(including Glasgow).
Regional group co-ordinators
(RGC) are volunteers and are an
essential part of the BAcC, with
office support available to them
at all times, including a budget
of £300 a year to help run each
group. In some groups two
members share the role, others
swap it around year on year; it
really doesn’t need to take up a
lot of time.

If you’re interested, please get
in touch and I will be happy to
chat and let you know more
about what’s involved.
Heather Gibson 〉
020 8735 1204 〉
heather@acupuncture.org.uk

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
EASTERN ENGLAND
Balquees Ali
alibalquees@gmail.com
LANCASHIRE, GREATER
MANCHESTER
& YORKSHIRE
Joop Brouwer
jc_brouwer@yahoo.co.uk
LONDON, KENT & EAST SUSSEX
Tianjun Wang
tianjunw@hotmail.com
LONDON, MIDDLESEX,
BEDFORDSHIRE, HERTFORDSHIRE &
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Louise Derry-Evans
louise@nourish2flourish.co.uk
LONDON & SURREY
Sue Kalicinska
info@suekalicinska.co.uk
MERSEYSIDE, CHESHIRE & THE
MIDLANDS
Deb Connor
deb@acupuncturecare.org.uk
NORTHERN IRELAND, SCOTLAND &
NORTHERN ENGLAND
Susan Evans
sueacupuncture@gmail.com
Francesca Howell
francesca.therapies@gmail.com

EDUCATION & CPD
5 Lakhbir Bhandal
020 8735 1216
lakhbir@acupuncture.org.uk
6 Gerry Harris
gharris54@btinternet.com
ETHICS & PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
7 Ferzana Dar
020 8735 1205
ferzana@acupuncture.org.uk
8 Caroline Jones
020 8735 1206
cjones@acupuncture.org.uk

GOVERNING BOARD/MARKETING,
PRESS & PR
11 Sandy Williams
020 8735 1212
sandy@acupuncture.org.uk

3
19

1

12

7

4

HUMAN RESOURCES & FACILITIES
12 Linda Murray
020 8735 1208
linda@acupuncture.org.uk
INFORMATION & SUPPORT/
REGIONAL GROUPS
13 Heather Gibson
020 8735 1204
heather@acupuncture.org.uk
MARKETING, PRESS & PR
14 Caroline Lane
020 8735 1217
caroline@acupuncture.org.uk

SOUTH WEST ENGLAND
Cynthia Hitchings
cynthia.cpd@btinternet.com

MEMBERSHIP
15 Carol Daglish
020 8735 1218
carol@acupuncture.org.uk
16 Jon Farrow
020 8735 1209
jon@acupuncture.org.uk

OFFICE

5

FINANCE
9 Juliana Zipperlin
020 8735 1201
juliana@acupuncture.org.uk
10 Silvia Sobral
020 8735 1209
silvia@acupuncture.org.uk

SOUTH, SOUTH CENTRAL ENGLAND
& ISLE OF WIGHT
Susannah Fone
info@susannah-fone.co.uk

WALES, HEREFORDSHIRE,
SHROPSHIRE,
TELFORD & WREKIN
Simone Davis
barefootmedicine@googlemail.com

37

11

8

18

15

16

PROOFING & COPY-EDITING
17 Joan Maynard
joan@acupuncture.org.uk

ACU.
1 Sue Quirk
020 8735 1211
sueq@acupuncture.org.uk

RESEARCH
18 Mark Bovey
020 8735 1203
markb@acupuncture.org.uk

WALES SOUTH & CARDIFF
Simone Davis
0845 003 7474
clinic@barefootmedicine.co.uk

ADMISSIONS & REGISTRATION
2 Robert Moore
020 8735 1210
robert@acupuncture.org.uk

SAFE PRACTICE
19 Ian Stones
020 8735 1226
ian@acupuncture.org.uk

WARWICKSHIRE
Sian Evans
07951 740316
info@sianevansacupuncture.co.uk

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
3 Paul Hitchcock
020 8735 1219
paul@acupuncture.org.uk

STUDENTS
20 Teresa Williamson
020 8735 1213
teresa@acupuncture.org.uk

YORKSHIRE NORTH & EAST
Helen Walker
07867 525609
helen@ppaac.co.uk

CONFERENCE
4 Kevin Durjun
020 8735 1222
kevin@acupuncture.org.uk

WEBSITE
21 Gavin Erickson
gavin@acupuncture.org.uk
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Classifieds
SUBMISSIONS
Acu. is for you and by you, so we invite you
all to share your opinions, knowledge and
images in these pages:
•	articles can be up to 1,800 words, letters
up to 500
•	please use generic terms rather than brand
names where applicable
•	submissions are published subject to
space
•	we may edit for length or clarity with
permission of the author.
We reserve the right to edit or decline any
submission in which the content:
• may be in breach of libel laws
•	may damage the reputation of the
BAcC or its members
•	denigrates another individual or
organisation
•	is found to be inaccurate
or misleading
•	is considered to be inappropriate to
the profession.

For up-to-date classified adverts and free posting for members go to the member website
Community 〉 Forum 〉 Advertisements

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

FOR RENT

KENT
Kent Multiple Sclerosis Therapy Centre seeks qualified
acupuncturist to join our team of therapists at our busy
therapy centre in Canterbury, one day per week, on
self-employed basis. Contact Jason Steelman on 01227
470876 or email CV to jsteelman@kentmstc.org

BIRMINGHAM
Modern treatment rooms available for rent above a
very busy podiatry clinic. Great high street location
in the Wylde Green area of north Birmingham. For
further information please email easeyourstep@live.
co.uk or call 0121 382 8816.

LEIGHTON BUZZARD
Rosebery Remedies, an established osteopathic and
complementary health clinic near Leighton Buzzard,
is seeking an enthusiastic TCM acupuncturist to
join their team. Opportunity for someone to develop
own list with our support. Please email care@
roseberyremedies.co.uk or phone 01296 661081.

LONDON
Clinic space rental, three minutes from Old Street
tube. Would you like to set up a multibed clinic or are
you a recent graduate who would like to rent at an
affordable price? Contact Amanda for rates: 07976
629054.

STANMORE, NW LONDON
Multidisciplinary clinic is looking for five element
and TCM acupuncturist with interest in fertility, facial
revitalising acupuncture, and massage. MBAcC
member. Email CV to Rupal Pankhania:
info@health-and-harmony.net

Whenever we edit or decline a submission
we keep full records of our decision and all
relevant correspondence.

We are committed to
providing acupuncture and TCM
practitioners with continuing
education that provides the
tools for success, in both your
treatments and your practice

VOLUNTEERING
FINCHLEY/ENFIELD
North London hospice seeks volunteer acupuncturists
to join growing complementary therapy team.
Working 1:1 or in group acupuncture clinic. Training
and mentoring provided. If you can spare half a
day week, contact Stacey Chapman: schapman@
northlondonhospice.co.uk or 020 8343 8841.

Earn Internationally Approved CEUs and
Learn from World Renowned Speakers.

Send your copy for the next issue of Acu. to
editor@acupuncture.org.uk

ADVERTISING

EC Learning allows you to learn what you want, when you want - and earn continuing
education credits while you’re at it. From multi-day seminars to short classes that will
fit into any busy schedule, you’ll find the perfect course that will make a difference to
your practice, and your patients. We offer courses in the following formats:

For full details of our advertising policy,
guidelines and rates, please contact
editor@acupuncture.org.uk

Your
Acu.

Contribute!
In late summer we plan to explore
‘environments’: the relation between the
inside and the outside of the body; between
our practice and wider society; the spaces we
practise in and how they affect us; the place of
our medicine in relation to the natural world.

Issue
#12...

Visit www.eclearning.org for complete course and event listings.
Join Us in Beautiful Vancouver, BC
for Our 2017 Symposium!

If you have thoughts around environments, or in
response to anything in this issue, let us know.
Send your ideas, submissions and images to
editor@acupuncture.org.uk

SAVE THE

DATE!

* Renowned International
TCM Speakers
* Daily Prizes
* Morning Qi Gong
* Earn CEU credits on-site
* And more!

www.comsvancouver.com/coms2017
Disclaimer: Articles, letters, advertisements and any other material published in Acu. does not necessarily reflect the opinion or carry the endorsement of the British Acupuncture Council.
Advertising guidelines are available from editor@acupuncture.org.uk
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British Conference
of Acupuncture
and Oriental Medicine
23-25 September 2016
Wokefield Park, Reading
For more information:
conference.acupuncture.org.uk

Receiving
Light

THE COMPLETTE STEMSS AND BR
RANCHES:
0.6 FTE Lecturer in Acupuncture
£23,444 – £26,036 p.a.
(incl. L.W.A.) pro rata
Department of Life Sciences

Time and Space in
i Classical Acupuncture
A
e

Byy Roisin Gol ding

115 New Cavendish Street W1W 6UW
The successful candidate will join the Division of Herbal and
East Asian Medicine which has a wide reputation for teaching
and research. The teaching will cover theory and skills in
Chinese medicine: acupuncture and you will be expected to
supervise students in the Polyclinic.
The applicant will be expected to hold a degree in Chinese
Medicine: Acupuncture, a Post-Graduate degree or further
Professional Qualification, preferably a PhD, a minimum of
5 years in practice and be a member of a relevant professional
body. You should have some experience of teaching; a
teaching qualification is desirable but not essential.
Job reference number: 50000600
Closing date: Tuesday 12 July 2016
Interviews are likely to be held: Monday 25 July 2016
For more information see www.westminster.ac.uk/jobs

Fiirst fully com
mprehensive book explloring KEY
CONCEPTTS IN DAOISST CHINESE MEDICINE
M
NOW AVA
AILABLE ON KINDLE, ONLY £9.99
ALSO PAPERBACK,, ONLY £49.99
9
AV
VAILABLE TO BUY
B FROM:
blishers.org
M
Moondancepu
Amazon.com

A
Amazon.co.uk
k

Andrew Nugent Head - London 2016/17
Shanghan Lun Acupuncture

Yu Seminars are delighted to
welcome Andrew back to the
UK for two new seminars, with
a fundamentals class to enable
new students to join the series.

Speakers
Bartosz Chmielnicki
Claudia Citkovitz
Peter Deadman
Peter Firebrace
Jill Glover
Angela Hicks
John Hicks
George Lewith
Merete Lindén Dahle
Nuria Lorite Ayán
Naji Malik

Thomas Marshall-Manifold
Danny Maxwell
Hamid Montakab
Rachel Peckham
Jonathan Pledger
Sarah Pritchard
Sanghoon Lee
Beverley de Valois
Tianjun Wang
Michael Weber
Kevin Young
Karl Zippelius

Tangible Qi: The Fundamentals with James Cattermole and Rupert Lander.
1st - 2nd October 2016
(Prerequisite for new students)
The Nine Essential Needling Techniques: Tangibly Manipulate Qi in the Clinic
19th - 20th November 2016
Proud sponsors of the British Conference
of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine 2016

Disclaimer: Articles, letters, advertisements and any other material published in Acu. does not necessarily reflect the opinion or carry the endorsement of the British Acupuncture Council.
Advertising guidelines are available from editor@acupuncture.org.uk
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Shanghan Lun Acupuncture, Moxibustion and Non-herbal Treatment Methods
8th - 9th April 2017
To book http//:www.yuji.co.uk/anhlondon
Enquries: yuseminars@gmail.com
Disclaimer: Articles, letters, advertisements and any other material published in Acu. does not necessarily reflect the opinion or carry the endorsement of the British Acupuncture Council.
Advertising guidelines are available from editor@acupuncture.org.uk
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MENTORING/SUPERVISION

Manchester Academy of Traditional Chinese Medicine

The following practitioners have all completed Postgraduate
training in mentoring/supervision specifically for acupuncturists
and are in continuing supervision with Isobel Cosgrove,
Sally Blades or Alison Gould
Contact your nearest practitioner to join a group, or for individual sessions
Birmingham
Lucy Fox
0121 449 9500
Holly Timmermans
0121 449 9500
Bristol
David Gaunt
0117 977 4853

Hertfordshire/St Albans
Sarah Barnard
07968 140516

London Cont’d
Angelika Strixner
07791 516733

Herefordshire &
Welsh Borders
Sandy Sandaver
01497 821625

London &
Brighton
Sarah Matheson
07808 633643

Bristol & North
Somerset
Charlotte Brydon-Smith
07900 814100

Ireland
Susan Evans
07966 885894

Cynthia Hitchings
01275 855957

Lancashire
Cathy Chapman
01524 67707

Jackie Pamment
01934 876558
East & West Sussex
Ian Stones
07740 300465
Essex
Lorna Withers
07960 852338
Hampshire & Surrey
Irina Bogdanova
07747 775362

Leamington Spa
& the Midlands
Debbie Collins
07960 040985
London
Maggie Bavington
07802 954490
Kim Chan
07947 361021

Hertfordshire
Kate Henley
07887 565174

Louise Derry-Evans
07958 560614

Gail Lazarus
07946 231075

Mina Haeri
07957 726072

Reading
Magda Koc
0118 996 8574
Sheffield &
South Yorkshire
Di Shimell
07866 417830

Oxfordshire &
Cotswolds
Paula Dunleavy
07941 069292

Somerset &
Dorset
Jane Robinson
01935 422488
South West
England
Sally Blades
01364 73440

course accredited by BAcC (first stage pending for full

West Yorkshire
Caitlin Allen
07971 927675
Worcester &
Herefordshire
Dr. Martin Allbright
01684 893393
York
Alison Gould
01904 421032

www.mentoringsupervision.org
Disclaimer: Articles, letters, advertisements and any other material published in Acu. does not necessarily reflect the opinion or carry the endorsement of the British Acupuncture Council.
Advertising guidelines are available from editor@acupuncture.org.uk

Our new Academy opens in June 2016, providing excellence

in postgraduate teaching of Chinese Medicine in the UK.

accreditation)


Clinical Apprenticeship Training (Herbal
Medicine / Acupuncture): unique highly praised for
hands on busy clinics including NHS hospitals



Tuina Course: successfully running for the last 15
years, teachers including some real Chinese masters

CPD & Advanced Courses: Infertility / Maternity /
Pain Management / Facial Rejuvenation etc.



Workshops: Chinese Medical Philosophy /
Tongue & Pulse Diagnosis / Tai Chi etc.

www.asante-academy.com
info@asante-academy.com

430 Archway Road,
Highgate, London
N6 4JH

A message from our Principle, Mrs. Mei Xing:
“Throughout the years of teaching TCM at University
level, I have always believed that we must help
acupuncturist to continue refining their skills, learn
more, and grasp the deepest wisdom of our medicine.
All our teachers are chosen for their experience and
years of mastery in areas of Chinese medicine practice.
Come and see what we have to offer for your practice,
together we can help to bring greater benefit to our
patients and further the standard of Chinese Medicine
in the UK.”

We offer:
- Postgraduate CPD courses in 2016
- Diploma in Chinese Herbal Medicine from October 2016
- Diploma in Tui Na from September 2016

Enrol Now for 2016!

The course was excellent
and the teachers were
just fantastic!
-

Emilio

Call us on 0161 465 1150
www.matcm.co.uk
info@matcm.co.uk
52 - 54 Washway Road, Sale, M33 7QZ

ICOM
International College of Oriental Medicine
Excellence in Acupuncture since 1972

Continuous Professional Development

“ As practitioners we offer our patients guidance, support and encouragement –
it seems a good idea to offer it to ourselves” Isobel Cosgrove

Acu Summer 2016.indd 42-43

Chinese Acupuncture: 3-Year FT or 4/5-Year PT

: 020 7272 6888 / 020 8347 6677

Manchester/Cheshire/
Lancashire
Joshua Enkin
0161 434 0195

Oxfordshire &
Berkshire
Frances Turner
07510 710245





London &
Surrey
Ulrike Wirth
07948 377778

Oxford
Sue Pennington
01865 776759

Email: info@matcm.co.uk

Learning doesn’t stop when you graduate

New
understanding
of the brain
and clinical
application
in TCM
Dr. Tianjun Wang

August 13th 2016
Advanced
Acupuncture for
depression
Dr. Tianjun wang
Aug 14th 2016
Treatment of
obesity with
Acupuncture
Mrs. Mei Xing
Sept 3rd 2016
Facial
rejuvenation
with
Acupuncture
Mrs. Mei Xing
Sept 4th 2016
Dong’s special
points for pain
relief
Dr. Ying Wang
Oct 8-9th 2016
Scalp
Acupuncture
Dr. Tianjun Wang
Nov 12-13th 2016

van Buren House - East Grinstead
West Sussex RH19 1DZ

01342 313106

www.orientalmed.ac.uk

9-10 July 2016
Paul Adkins
Facial Enhancement Acupuncture
4-5 Sep 2016
Paul Blacker & Chris Tappenden
QIGong Tuina Massage
24 Sep 2016
Galit Hughes
Baby Massage in your Practice
5-6 Nov16 & 25 Feb17
Gary Hussey
AcuSilk and Clinical Applications
27 Nov 2016
K. Germann and Rob Hughes
Facial Holistic Acupuncture
22-23 Oct 2016
Elisabeth Rochat De La Vallée
Meridian Dynamics: Taiyang,
Shaoyang, Yangming

Disclaimer: Articles, letters, advertisements and any other material published in Acu. does not necessarily reflect the opinion or carry the endorsement of the British Acupuncture Council.
Advertising guidelines are available from editor@acupuncture.org.uk
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Specialists in Acupuncture &
Electro-Therapy Supplies
Freephone 0800 612 0772

Leading The Way With
Established Brands
Since 1974....
...and now
proud to
be the UK
Distributor
for the Living
Meridian
Location
Chart

College of Integrated
Chinese Medicine
CPD events
Dr Huian Liu 3 Jul 2016

Clare Stephenson 9 Mar 2017

Treating a range of conditions with
conscious and unconscious patients.

Deepen your understanding of your
patient’s medications.

Scalp acupuncture for
stroke conditions
Gabriele Hock 8 Jul 2016

Angela & John Hicks 23 Mar 2017

Early trauma and the
recovery of the spirit

Getting better
at getting the CF

Become a more hands-on healer
and a mover of qi without needles.
Stephen Lee 8 Sep 2016
C100M50

C100M50

PANTONE 2935 C

PANTONE 2935 C

Details of our full product range can be found on our website

w w w. s c a r b o r o u g h s . c o . u k
Black

Black

Master Tung’s Points Beginning Series by
Susan Johnson: Part 2

Electroacupuncture
for musculoskeletal
problems D
An indispensable way of treating
intractable, chronic problems.
Jill Glover 6 Oct 2016

Understanding
endometriosis
and PCOS D

Diagnose and treat to promote
regular, pain-free fertile cycles.
Rebecca Avern 20 Oct 2016

November 11-13, 2016
The Forum, Stevenage,
Herordshire

Delivering unique CPD courses for todays
health professionals.

The Master Tung’s Points
Beginning Series is a 6-day course
taught over two 3-day weekends. It is
designed to immerse praconers in
this profound system of
acupuncture. Students will learn unique and praccal
tools that will allow them to use the points immediately
and eﬀecvely. These courses are an exceponal
opportunity to learn Master Tung's points, fondly referred
to as "magic" points. Not only can they be understood
using the Nine Star/Magic Square theory of the I-Ching,
Tung's Points are also immediately useful, and in most
cases, have instant and lasng results.
£420 for
3-day weekend.
For more informaon and to book:
www.orientalhealthseminars.co.uk
Email: drevents@outlook.com

Using the Five Elements
to help children thrive D
Help them through acute illnesses
and times of change or stress.

Join in as we accumulate more CF
insights ‘from the horse’s mouth’.
Snow Ruixue Wang 7–8 Dec 2016

Everything you ever
wanted to know about
moxa 1&2 * D

A range of different moxa techniques
to take away and use in your practice.
Nicholas Garner 19–20 Jan 2017

Trigger points
and beyond D

Understand the theory and be ready
to use trigger points in your clinic.
Lillian Bridges
4–5 Feb 2017

Face reading: personality
profiles and health D

Rachel Peckham 2–3 Nov 2016

Leads to NADA-UK certification
and includes a practitioner pack.

Interpreting the face and treating
the health conditions it reveals.

Arya Nielsen 17 Nov 2016

Bill Ryan
22–23 Feb 2017

The science of guasha D
Anti-inflammation/cell protection,
a therapy for internal organ disease.

Book courses and more with The CPD app

www.thecpdgroup.com

Disclaimer: Articles, letters, advertisements and any other material published in Acu. does not necessarily reflect the opinion or carry the endorsement of the British Acupuncture Council.
Advertising guidelines are available from editor@acupuncture.org.uk

Introduction to Tung
acupuncture * D
7 Apr 2017

New Master Tung
points * D

Known for its quick results, often felt
in as little as one or two treatments.
Stephen Birch 30 Apr 2017

Therapist as therapy:
working to become the
‘superior physician’ D
What early acupuncture literature
tells us about our skills as therapists.

The art of feeling qi *

College of Integrated
Chinese Medicine

The art of needling
with qi *

19 Castle Street Reading
Berkshire RG1 7SB
e admin@cicm.org.uk

24 Feb 2017

25–26 Feb 2017

TCM | Acupuncture | Techniques | First Aid | Tuina | Pathology | Anatomy

Philip Weeks
6 Apr 2017

6 Feb 2017

Recognising emotions on
the face and the emotional
roots of disease D

The NADA protocol D

info@thecpdgroup.com

Acu Summer 2016.indd 44-45

The acupuncturist’s guide
to Western medicines

The art of Dragon & Tiger
qigong for the helping
professions *
The first three in a seven-event
series, continuing March 2018.

D

Early bird rates apply if you book
6 weeks or more before the event
These study days may be taken
separately or together –
see the CPD section of our website
cicm.org.uk for prerequisites

*

• To find out more or book and pay online go to cicm.org.uk or call Silvia on 0118 950 8880
Disclaimer: Articles, letters, advertisements and any other material published in Acu. does not necessarily reflect the opinion or carry the endorsement of the British Acupuncture Council.
Advertising guidelines are available from editor@acupuncture.org.uk
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CNM

COLLEGE OF
NATUROPATHIC
MEDICINE

TRAINING SUCCESSFUL PRACTITIONERS

EXPAND YOUR KNOWLEDGE
CNM is a leader in its field, offering
weekend and day classes in a variety of
natural therapies. Gain additional skills
by enrolling on one of the following
Postgraduate Diploma Courses:

 Nutrition
 Herbal Medicine
 Acupuncture  Homeopathy
 Naturopathy  Natural Chef
Colleges across the UK, Ireland,
Finland, South Africa, USA

01342 410 505
info@naturopathy-uk.com
www.naturopathy-uk.com

Complex Diseases of Pregnancy
Part II
This day will have an in-depth examination of
the diseases of pregnancy and some of the post-partum
period, including such conditions like cystitis, gestational
diabetes, bells palsy, thrush, mastitis, hypermobility and
abdominal pain, placenta previa and PUPPS. This day
will not cover basic ailments such as morning sickness,
but aim to cover a more complex and interesting array of
issues.

Please note that this course is not suitable for
students, but new graduates and all practitioners are
welcome.
Saturday 8th October 2016, 10am-4.30pm
in North-West London



Coming later in 2016:
Reproductive Immunology.
Practical Marketing for Acupuncturists
Please enquire for further details.

£95 including lunch and snacks,
Limited to 10 people.
To book your place email: naava@fertilitysupport.co.uk

Unified Acupuncture Theory
using 5-Element Acupuncture
3-Day Course with Jonathan Shubs
4-6 November 2016, Novotel Reading Centre

Day One and Two:
Meridian Interactions
Unified Acupuncture Theory - A mathematical
approach to Dr Tan’s Balance Method
C

Day Three:
Dynamic 4 Needles 5 Elements
Sa’am 4 needle acupuncture using abdominal
palpation diagnostics

M

Y

CM

Price for 3-day course: £315 if booked before 4th
September 2016

MY

CY

CMY

Why Acupuncturists fail...
and What They Need to
Know to Succeed
Find out at

missingthepointbook.com
Read a chapter excerpt
from the book online.
missingthepointbook.com

For more information and to book:
Go to www.unifiedacupuncturetheory.co.uk
Email: drevents@outlook.com
Phone: 07814 079678

K

Dr. Lorne Brown

B.Sc, CPA, Dr. TCM, FABORM, CHt

Disclaimer: Articles, letters, advertisements and any other material published in Acu. does not necessarily reflect the opinion or carry the endorsement of the British Acupuncture Council.
Advertising guidelines are available from editor@acupuncture.org.uk
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48

Listings

Acu. | Issue #11 | Summer 2016

Da Du Ron Report

Ron
Bishop
BAcC Chair

LAST WORD
I am the love you cannot see
And all I ask is - look for me
Iris Hesselden

In just five years time the BAcC will be
twenty-five years old, and although that is still
very young for an organisation, many of the
surviving founder members will be in their
seventies by then.
The greatest changes will most likely continue
to be in the area of technology, perhaps
ironically for a profession representing an
ancient art and science. New and younger
members will want and expect to be regularly
contacted and updated, participating fully in
consultations and decisions that affect their dayto-day practice, embracing all aspects of their
association.
Patients and patient groups will also have a
greater say, quite rightly, so social media etc
will be key. In this way we will share our vision,
values and mission, meeting challenges head-on
in a more collaborative manner.
Our first and main strategic aim of making
traditional acupuncture a recognised healthcare
choice by the public, other healthcare
professionals and policymakers will, of course,
remain the same. We will also continue to
provide effective support to members through
offering tangible benefits, maintaining
professional standards and values, help with
business development and opportunities, and
fostering a sense of community. And all this
in the shape of a cost-effective and efficient
organisation.
The opportunities ahead could involve
further development of personal health
budgets, increasing the routes into primary
care, other than through GPs. A change of
government might accelerate the chance of

statutory regulation, or it could be that we
see an increase of private insurers within the
employed population, with more people making
traditional acupuncture their treatment of
choice into old age.
Even though the BAcC ‘punches above
its weight’, if the BAcC suddenly found a
billionaire benefactor, then many challenges
would vanish overnight. We could plough
serious funding into developing our own
appropriate evidence base and eliminate medical
models that have never been a good fit and so
have never done us justice. With this firmly and
intelligently in place we could fly. We would see
a change in attitude from GPs, the government
and private insurers. We could also dramatically
step up our marketing and PR.
However, without that billionaire’s injection
we have to live within our current budgetary
constraints, reinforcing the right messages on
more of a drip-drip basis, knowing that in terms
of playing the long game our ancient system
of medicine will survive, thrive and flourish;
nature will support.
We know that slowly but surely the
public begin to understand that the western
therapeutic model is not the only way, and that
our wholistic approach is another way ... of
thinking, doing, acting and healing; they begin
to acknowledge and understand the concept
of yin and yang, meridians, and harmony in
the body/mind/spirit. A change in the NICE
guidelines will not change this truth. The bad
science people might influence NICE, research
funding, NHS commissioning and universities,
but only now and only temporarily. None
of that stops us, professionally, morally and
ethically, from robustly stating our case.
Speaking as a traditional acupuncturist and
osteopath, the NICE guidelines have never
benefitted my day-to-day practice. But I did
like them being there; it was a small boost for
my professional pride and morale. I sometimes
smile inwardly when I listen to bad science
people denouncing the effectiveness of what I
do and what I have done for over 45 years - but
I can’t listen for too long because I am too busy
treating patients.
What I have observed, however, is that a
combination of the economic recession together
with the increase in available therapies have
adversely affected our market. In my experience,
this will change again as we progress and keep
sending our messages out to the world that we
are qualified safe, effective and professional.
I stated earlier that we ‘punch above our
weight’. In order to maintain this advantage
we must continue to be accredited by the
Professional Standards Authority (PSA), as well
as belonging to stakeholder groups such as the
European TCM Association and the All-Party
Parliamentary Group for Integrated Healthcare.
We cannot hope to influence ideas and policy
and attract champions if we are
invisible. Through participation
in these groups and forums
we have a voice; we can tell
the world proudly about what
we stand for and the value of
traditional acupuncture.

Call for contributions
Late summer looks at environments 〉 send ideas, submissions and images to editor@acupuncture.org.uk
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TOPICS
• Infertility & Pregnancy
• Pediatrics
• Professional Issues
• Acupuncture Facial Rejuvenation
• Chronic Pain and Injuries

REGISTER NOW AT
prodseminars.com

TAUGHT BY
• Jane Lyttleton
• Debra Betts
• Huang Huang

• Sharon Weizenbaum
• Heiner Fruehauf
• Lonny Jarret & more...

online continuing
education

Fulﬁll CPD for AACMA, BAcC, NZRA,
NCCAOM, NZASA and California.

Your Weekly Dose of
Chinese Medicine
Free One Hour Webinars
for the Love of Learning
KNOWLEDGE
CONFIDENCE
SUCCESS
Over 50 hours of free recordings

FREE ACCESS WHEN YOU
SET UP AN ACCOUNT!

WWW.MEDIGOGY.COM
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